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I, The Changed Characer of the Economic Crisis
and the Further Intedcation of the General
crisis of C a p i t o l b
the theses which
have submitted
the
INnum
the following is advanced
one of
we

for

as

apptovaI of the A e the most impntrnt

theses:
"The

k

;'

world economic er& is most closely intcmov~nwith the

general crisis of capitalism and ahnrpcns a l l the ardiaal mntradictim of the mpitaliut world to such an extent that a turn may take
place at any moment which will signify the transformation of the
economic crisis into a revolutionarv crisis."

In order to prove this thesis it is necessary first of all to make an
analysis of the economic situation. For four years already the "most
serious and profound world economic crisis that has ever occurred"
(Stalin) has been in progress.
It is characteristic that authoritative bourgeois economists are
now comparing the diminution in the national i n m e during the
years of the crjsis with the cost of the world imperialist war. According to E. Schdtz, the economic lass caused by the World War
is calculated at a figure ranging from 744,000,000,000 to 833,000,000,000gold marks, while the diminution in the national income of the United States and Grr.:any alone from 1929 to the tnd
of 1932, ie., three years of the C K ; ~ represeno about 600,000,000,000 marks. This fact done is sufficient to give one an idea as to
how much the present economic crisis has cost the capitalist countries.
The rate of diminution of industrial output from 1930 to 1932
has been such that it can even be compared with the rate of growth
of industry in the U.S.S.R. Comrade L. Mendelson makes the
following comparison between the dynamics of industry in the
U.S.S.R. and in the capitalist world (per cent increase or decrease):
U.S.S.R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Capitalist world ...............
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1930
+27.3
-13.1

1931

1932

4-22.6

+lf.O

-12.9

-18.5

In the p m n t year (1933), however, the progms of the world
m n m i c uipis, in so far as it b c x p r e d in the gencrd indices of
production, has w y chaagsrt 5 char-.

Not a single capitalist country can be said to 'have extricated
iwIf from the clutches of the economic c&
Throughout the
whole capitalis world there is almost a complete absence of new
capital investments and there is a further de&e
in world trade;
owing to the absence of demand the world stocks of raw materials
have not diminished; inflation has already affected fifty-two capitalist countries; the prices of manufachued g d c q m s e d in gold
continue to decline, while the price of agricultural prduce have
dropped d
l further, which leads to the intensification of the
agrarian crisis. At the m n e time, however, cridencus of an borrmsed
krHu~trialo v F t have hen observed this year. In the first half of
this year the general index of production row in a number of counmcs. Output did not inu- H all branches of industry, however,
but only in c e d n definite branches. Generally speaking, the
change in output art very uneven, The output of the industries
producing consumers' goods continues to dcdint. The output of
the building and engineering indudes revealed slight fluctuations,
while the general position has been one of stagnation. At the m e
time the wtput of metals has incr-d,
and so aLw has that of the
textile industry.
A very sharp increase in pduction affecting a number of industries took place in the United Smtm immcdiaaJy after the abandonment of the gold m d a r d (in April). Thus, in a period of thrte
to four months the rate at which the steel industry was working
to capcity rose from 16 per cent to 59 per cent (in July). Then
followed a very sharp decline in all branches of indus&y, In the
steel industry pmti&ly, by November thc rate of cap* at which
it was working had droppd to 26 per cent. Tberc were no such
sharp changes in other countries; but the changes in the volume of
8

output in a number of impmnt countries (Enghd, France, Germany and particularly Japan) were not h @ y rapidly passing fluetuations, they remained fairly considerablt and stable ineream in wtput in definite and imprtant branches of h d q . In these countries there was even a slight diminution of unemployment, which,
however, even according to the cooked official statistics, did not correspond to the incrtast in production.

These face concerning the increase in production in the midst
of an economic crisis must be explained; wc cannot brush aside
stubborn face,, the more so that vtrg often they prove to be dcvercr
than we are, They must be studied and understood; and they must
serve as our starting point.
The first series of facts in this sphere shows that the arapamgnt
id&
are developing by leap and bounds. The most characteristic features in this arc the following:
1. A comparatively hrgt increase in the output of $8 irm md
&,while there i only a slight rise, and even a diminution in the
output of the engineering and building industries.
In the Umtbd Stthe output of steel in 1933 increased by
3,800,000 tons compared with last year. The automobile, canning,
building and all other industties used only one million tons of steel
more than last year. What became of the other 2,000,000 tons?
Part, of course, went into stock, but the other part c e d y went
into the armament i n d d
In F
m the output of pig h n and steel rase 24 per cent,
while the output of the cngineving industry in the strict sense of
the word inmmed by 8 per ant. The principal consumers of iron
and steel were the army and the fortified zone on the Eastern
f rontien.
In Gythe general index of production rose from 64.1
(February) to 74 in September, while the index of production uf the
engineering industry rose from 34.2 to 39.5. The output of steel
increased 48 per cent. If this rate of increw is maintained the
output of steel in Germany will be 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 tons
more than in 1932. If this herease in the output of metal is calculated in terms of the armaments and fire-arms used in western
7

European armies, then we will get enough equipment for 1,000,000
approximate cost of equipping an army of 1,000,000 is
1,000,000,000 marks. The faseisr gwernment has allocated for orders for armaments and "public works" f ,200,000,000 marks. The
coincidence is almost complete.
In Emglad the output of pig iron and steel increased appmximately by 30 per cent, partly due to the introduction of dutia on
iron and steel and to the decline in impm The output of the
engineering industry rose 4-6 per cent. In an official statement
denying that they were engaged in producing armaments, the Sheffield steel manufacturers declare that their enterprim are "only"
engaged 20 per cent in armament orders.
In Ja$m the output of pig iron in 1932 exceeded that of 193 1
by 508,000 tons. In 1933 there was a further increase of 23 ptr
cent. Japanese sources themselves openly state that these are orders
for armaments.
We see the same thing in orher countries. Clearly, it is the
production of means of extermination and destruction that is developing. This is proved alsD by such facts as the rise in the shares
of armament manufacturers (Vickers in England, Schneidcr Creuzot in France, Skoda in Czecho-SIovakia, Bofors in Sweden, Krupp
in Germany, etc.) and by the stability and even increase in the dividends of thtse enterprkes.
2. A similar revival is observed in certain b r a n c h of the ch&cal industry, particularly in the production of artificial dk. En England the index of prduerion ,n from 2.96 in 1932 to 3-17. In
Japan the output of artificial srlk rose 40 per cent, and Japan now
occupies second place in world production of a r t i f i d fibre.
3. A relatively big revival in the automob& industry in the
U.S.A., France and Germany. In Germany, output trebled and in
the United States there has been an increase of 250 per cent eompared with b
t year.
4. An enormous increase in the impmrs of fsw mate&& for
r n d in the big tnperidist countries. J e t 8 imported from the
United States larger quantities than last year of the following items:
cotton 28 per cent, oil 200 per cent, lead 16 per cent, wool from

v.The
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Austria an increase of 36,000,000 yen, t o n an increase of 50,000,000 yen. lFrmce increased her imports of lead ore by 268 per
cent, zinc, 189 per cent, copper, 110 per cent, nickel, 63 per cent,
aluminum, 100 per cent, sulphur, 258 per cent, oil, 354 per cent.
Gy
increased her imports of alumhum 1,049 per cent, nickel,
117 per cent, copper, 25 per cent, crude d , 2 5 per cent, rubIxr, 23
cent, All these are German statistie.
per cent, scrap iron, 600
EngSish atawes show that Germany increed her imports from
England of steel scrap by 300 per cent, copper 2,503 per cent and
alumhum 1,900 per cent over that of 1932.
This growth of the armament industries already eexplains to a
certain w e n t the above-menrioned increase in the industrial output
of the majoriq of capitalist countrim.
Of course the growth of the armament industries by no means
exhausts the question. Bur it demonstrates indiutably that the
coming world war has dread? placed with the industry of the capitalist countries an order large enough to influence this year the course
of the economic crisis in many capitalist countri-first
and foremost in Japn, where the features of an eve-of-war situation are
pur f eetly dew.
The second s e r i ~of face which influence the progra of the
tconamic crisis were the important maracr~t~a h by th J i P r d
dgwchy mi tAb gomwwmtr of the important capitalist countn'cs,
1. The deprecbtion of rhe dollar, which has sunk 38 per cent.
This at first caused a r k of nomind price in the United States and
the fight from the dolbr to goods. People began to buy new automobiles, textile goods, and even homes.
2. Mobilization of enormous fun& for carrying out Romvelt's
Recovery P h : the total sum of credits, su&diw and government
guarantees amounts to 15,I OO,OOO,OOD dollars, of which, according to official statis11,700,000,000 dollars bave already been
assigned (for public works, for mistance to agricdture, for the
bettlement af h o w owners' debts, guarantem to h u r m c c c m pnies, etc.)
3. The fascist government of C;ermany, of m a , codd not
m o b h such a c o I ~s lu m ; for the time being they are intraducing
0

inflation, not in an OF, but in a conceded form. But according
to the Konjudtur Institut, even the German government has mobilized three and a half to four billion marks. The main source of
this, apparently, is the secret utilization of the funds of the R c i b
bank, of the semi-government banks, the savings banks, foreign
payments dcpsited in Germany, bonds issued on the security
of future taxgovernmeht guarantees and bills. This enabled the fascist government to develop the automobile industry,
speed up the airplane industry, manufacture tanks, heavy &erg,
etc. Public work consisted mainly of putting up fortifications in
East P-a,
on the lime of the Oder, and the building of
strategic automob~kd.
The demands for cloth for storm
troop uniforms and for the requirements of the compulsory labor
camps provided considerable orders for ihe textile idustry.
4. In England, the pition in industry began to improve with
the depreciation of the pound sterling, The increw in tariffs, the
Ottawa Agreement, and the substitution of the principle of greatest
compensation for the mat favored nations principle in trade agreements serve to influence things in the same direction. Thus, British
capitalism obtained fairly coderable relief at the e x p m of tbe
capitalists of other countries, and at the exptnge of the British
colonies.
5 . The Japanese yen has depreciated 60 per cent on the foreign
market. Thc export industn'es bave not only maintained their
@tiom, but haw grown as a consequence of the supcr-durn*
which is being p w e d now by means of inflation and by clming
down h e wages of the workers mil the incomts of the peasantry.
Orders for armamen& are m r e d by internal
inflation, tbe
deposits of the banks and savings banks, by the export of gold, etc.
This has enabled Japan to develop a large amount of
wnscruction": mewhi, cbtmicPls, airplanes, tanks, artillery &ells (65,000,000).
In thc light of these facm it is perfectly dcar that the growth
in produetion manifcsttd this y a r in a number of i n d w h contains
the elements of a war and idation boom. But the whok of this
growth in production cannot be amiuted to the results of the war10

inflation measures of the bourgeoisie. Besides these measures, of
great importance is also the fact that the transfer of the burden
of the economic crisis to the shoulders of the toiling classes and the
coloplies gave monoply capital certain results in easing the situation
of industry. W e shall speak of this offursire of capital hwr, in
connection with the question of marltee and the sharpening of the
general crisis of capitalism.

2. TAB ProblPm of Morkts and t h G m d Crisis of
Clrpibal;m
We must not only view all the f a c s of the increase in production from the standpoint of the mum of t!~c economic crisis, but
also estimate these facts from the point of >iew of the sharpening
of the principal contradictions of the eapitaljst world, from the point
of view of the revolutionary perspectives. That is the most import;latthingforu&
<<
The present economic
is a crisis of over-produetion," said
Comrade Stalin at the Sixteenth Congress of the Crmmuht P*(
of the Soviet Union. ' T h a t means that mom goods arc being pmduccd than the market can absorb."
The thing W E must not forget is that the testrictedness of the
market is restricting industry. Capitah reproduction is choking for
the last of "oxygen," ie., the lack of effective demand. The expansion of the markc& increase in d e r a , in demoutd, is a n e w s a y
condition for enabling the apparatus of production to work to
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ca&ty.
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I What is at the k t o m of this aisis? Th f t d m m d &OHw r d i e b of thB
& uf p o h d o m : ~the cmtradktion
between highly developed d l productive forces and the tight
capitalist shell crated by antagonhtic, capidst, property relation4
It is this contradiction that caused the periodic crises of overprduction in the last ccnturg. But P long as the advanad cnpiali* caur
tries were able to wrpand their home market and their e x p m of
manufactured goods to new col&
and slightly develaped capitalist countries and as long as the development of monopIy @td
wa~
still relatively weak, these
could create the p r c m h for
11

their own Iiquidnti-d
they led to new industrial booms. When
such countries as Germany, the United States and a number of
1 others, began more and more to be transformed from countries
impting manufactured pads, particularly machinerg, into the expomn of these go&, La., into the competitm of the older capitahst
counmes, when the division of the world among the great powers
was completed, and the epoch of monopoly, of decaying capitalism
was ushered in, then the extreme intensification of the fundamental
contradictions of capitalism led to a furious struggle between the
imperiatists for the monoply of foreign mark, and it led to the
imperialist world war for the redivkion of the coIonies and of
I
t spheres of influence.
However, the imperialist war could not by its savage surgery
relieve capitalism of its principl disease. On the urntrary, as a msequence of that war, this disease became more acute and dtveIoped
into another fundamental disease,
the gcneral crisis of capitalism. This meant first, that the world system was spht up by the
great October Revolution, the appearance of new fundamental
antagonisms, i.8,, antagonhs between the capitatist world and the
socialis world. Secondly, it meant the inevitable, sharper, intensification of the contradiction between the growth of the productive
forces and c a p d p t property relations and, what is inseparably connected with this contradiction, the antagonism between the exploiting and exploited dasseq and also between the various capitalist states.
During the World Wax the output capcity of industry in capitalist
countries increased in many branches, but the war failed to solve
the burning question of the regtriction of markets. On thc contrary,
even the colonial and dependent countries, pa&ularIy during the
war, but also after the war, built up their own industry, which, as
C m d e S t a h has pointed out, "is successfully competing in the
markets with the old capitalist countries and thus intensifying the
struggle for markets and making it more complicatud."
But whae the World War led to the general cr& of capitalism,
it at the same time gave the capitalist countries a respite of ten years
in that it eased the question of markets (the economic crisis of 1921
was of a different chamcter). The restoration of indwry and
12
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property after the war creztrd for a number of y e a n an extensive
market for caoitalist industm. This was the main economic base
of the remporAy stabilimtio; of capitalism nnd for the capidkt ratiodmtion of that period. Moreover, the demand based m n
ntw military technique that a r m already at that time (the mcchslnic
zation and c h e m k ~ ~ t i oof
n the armies), encouraged the development of a number of new industries and the rise of new branches
of industries in a number of countries During the period of the
relative stabilkation of mpimlkm, output in general rm to the prewar level (on the average slightly above, but certain industries did
not reach the pre-war level). But it was pre&ly this l'evd of production that proved c W for world capitalism because of the mstrietions h p e d upon the market by the general crisis of capitalism.
Already in December, 1927, Comrade Stalin saw and stated that
"the problem of markets is now the fundamental problem of capitalism.
C a p i t a h finds itself restricted in the limits of the present
make& and spheres of influence." This was said at a time when
staldization was at its firmest, at a time when production in capdist
countries was Soaring upward&

. ..

t
'1

". . .

Stabilimtion its&, tht fact that production ia increasing,
that trade is increasing, that technical progrm and p i t i c s of
produdan are growing, while at the m e time the world market,
the limits of this market and the sphcm of influenct of qmate
imperialis group remain more or 1vug fm
give rim to the profamdest and acnteet crisi~of world m p i h
which b pregnant with new wars and menacts the eximtence of any
kisd of ~ b i l h t i o n . "

I
This is exactly what happened-it
is precisely out of this that
the
world
economic
crisis
and
the
sharpeat
inttndfication of the
I:
'1
general crisis of capidism arose, It is p & I y the acute problem
; of mark& that repmental, and now represents, the general link of
the economic crisis and of the general crisis of ~apiealism.
There are fascist s c n i s and politicians w h are advocating "autarchy," and who say: "What do we care about foreign markets;
what we want is complete economic independence." This i dema1
gogic chicanery for the purpoee of hodwinking ph1-ea
Witler,

Hugenberg, Rosenberg and rhe others are p y h g to the Powers to
give Germany, L*,T h y , extra “economic territory in the E d '
and for a start, at least, Austria, Poland, the Baltic Smtcs, and half
the U.S.S.R. thrown in. Hence, the slogan "autarchy" dws not exclude, but on the contra7 supplementq the furious imperialist m g gle for new mark*.
If this slogan, a p t f r m being a demagogic
swindle, has any red content at d,it is first, th'at the ruling burgeoisii in each c o u n q is striving by every possible means to drive irs
foreign mpetitors out of i@ "own" home market and oecondly,
that every impialist government iP now striving, in accordan* with
the strategk'plans of its General S M , to secure for imlf the economic bases necessary for the conduct of wax. The lesson of the
blockade of the Central Powers during the war comptls the imperialists to act in this way. Henct the struggle of E n g h d and France
to hcomt independent of the cotton supplies of the United States.
Hence, the feverish development of the production of synthetk rubber in the United States and France. Htnce the struggle of all the
i m p * & powers for oil, and for the sources of non-ferrous metah.
The imperialists are even adapting agriculture ta the purpes of war,
Germany has already transformed henelf into a self-contained
country as far as wheat, rye, meat, sugar and potat- are concerned.
Even Old England is beginning to take up agriculture. But a capitalist industrialized country cannot be independent of foreign markets
(if we leave out of accwat compuJsoy "iadependence" in the event
of idation during war). The export of manufactured goods is a
vital condition for reproduction in every developed capit& country.
In order to be independent of foerign marhts it is necto
have a growing home market. But this requires the abolition of the
capmk shell of the praductive forces, iz., of capitalist private property, and the emanupdon of the toilers from expIoitation The
U.S.S.R. alone is a r e d y independent country in thiE respect, The
land of the dictatorship of the pr01etariat alone can have an unrestricted home market for producers' g d s as well as for consumers'
goods, and the more it develops its industries, the more fir*
does
it stand on its feet. It a n utilize foreign markets whenever and

wherever it finds it convenient, but it is not dqmdent upon these
markets.
There are also bourgeois thewries to the effect that on the basis
of "ttchnicd progres" capitalism has rnanagd to liberate itstlf
from crises of ovu-production by +dng i d f to r e d e d mark&.
These theories are backed by the annual reports of c e m h big trusts
and grndicatcs who try to CXRMOI~
thdr $mrFhol&rs by ~ t l l t e m ~ t s
like the following: ' W e have succeeded in raking the productivity
of every worker to such an eztcnt that we need not hire any more
workers.&an we have now." And tbey mually add: "And if 4d y increase a little mare, then we are sure of making a profit."
But suppwc sala do not hcreac, but on tbe contrary, decline? What
then? That is thc decisive
C&
lrugc knteqrks have
managed, for a time perhaps, not on the basis of technid progms,
but by altogether different rnaniphtions, to mvc their rate of p d t ,
but they have lost an enormous amount of profit. And if the amount
of profit continues to dedine, this dedine, hvhg gone b e p d n certain point, wiU inevitably lead to the b p t q of theae enterprises
unless the government hastens to their a s k a n c e , as it has already
done in many cases before.
Of course it wiU be an exellent thing far the big caplists to
liberate themselves at me stroke from the internal canuadictiuns af
the capidkt system and of the ncceasity of hiring more than hdf
the number of workers they now employ and pet at thc
h e
retain their former enormous profits. But they are not destined ro
enjoy this god forhlxle.

man.
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Monoply capital could indeed transfer an enormous share of the
c a m of the miis ta the shoulders of the toiler& This, in subsmce,

is the " t e c h i d progress" which they d
l uisjs rationalization. But
it is im@ble for them to mnsf er the co& of the uisi to the shodden of the r&rs indefinitely. Wltm rnonopily c
a
m
a larger shart of the value of labor power by cutting down wages,
s o d insurance, etc., it thereby distorts the law of d u e , k., the
fundamental law of the capitalist mode of production. Generally
spealring, in its quest for super @is, monqdy a~pitald k r the
~
movement of prices tbat is c h m e r h i c for capitalism under free
16

competition. But this does not mean that the spontaneous operation
of the law of value is eliminated.
No, the elemental force of capitalist economy, including the spontaneous tendency to overcome each of its peridical crises, although it
has not ceased even now to exert P definite d w n c e in that direction,
is turning more and more into the elemental force of the break up
of the meebanigm of capidst economy. The ~ M O
of the
R
operation of the Lw of value brings its vengeance by intensifying the
fundamental contradiction of capitdim, particularly by restricting
the home market. The relative rewiction of the home market is
transformed into the absolute d c t i o n , the more so, that monopdy
capital not only robs the workers, but ah the peasants by charging
high monopoly prices for manufactured goods and paying low
prices for peasant agricultural produce, and by means of rent,
interest and increasing taxation. As is well known, all this
has continued for many years, and is becoming intensified at the
present time. This robbery becomes particuh1y intensified under a
fascist dimtorship and the purchm*ng capcity of the masses of the
toilers, kc., the largest body of purchasers, is dimidshed.
?'he bourgeois b o r n about "technical progre&'' if we ltave out
military technical progress, are a huge joke at the present time considering that for four years an unprecedented destruction of productive farces has been going on in the capitalist countries, which,
of course, does nor exclude the p s i b i b of certain impravemerrts in
technique, in ce&
cntcrprks and m certain branches of indr~stry.
The less reason therefore is the1.e to ascribe any
significance to the crisis L'rationalization" that is being carried out in capitalist cuuntries. In tho main, this rationalization merely means iacreasing the intensity of labor, increasing the degree of exploitation; and
this is something altogether different from raising the productivity of
labor by technical improvements in the means of production. It is
precisely in recent times that the capitalists almost everywhere have
intensified the sweating system to such a degree that it expIains to a
considerabIe extent why the system of short time, i.~.,the system of
employing a Iarge number of worken for a few days in the week,
has been retained so long; kcaw otherwise the workers m l d not
16
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stand the degree to which exploitation haa been brought. This has
nothing at all to do with the concepe of raising the productivity of

labor on the basis of t e c h t ~ i dp ~ e s s .This is simply the predatotg
destruction of human pductive forces, the demction of the vid
strength of the wage s h e s of capitalism. Moreover, in nearly all
capitalist, "civilized" countries, f w c d i d o r in various forms is being
employed to an increasing extent, partly for private employers, and
partly on "public works," which art largely for strategid purposes.
It is r substitute for unemployed relief. The rulers of the capitalist
countries argue that since some "charitable effort'' is ncctssary ta
preseme the lives of the workers, then let this effort w e d in the
conditions that prevail on, colonial plantations. That would even
be very usefd
in case of war.
But all these slave-owning methods of the twentieth century fail
to relieve the bankrupt capitahst d m of the growing acutenu of the
problem of home markets, still less does it relieve it of the hatred of
the internal enemy. At the same time the mnditians of slavery that
art being created for the toilers are conditions that inevitably give
rise to the growth of tbe revdutiomry indignation of the employed
and unemployed workers, and of the vast
of the toilers in

...

general.

This growth of revolutionary indignation is proceeding in various
forms a t the present time. The growing unevenness of the economic
crisis corresponds to the growing unevtnncs in the development of
the uprwge of the revolutionary movement. Very often it happns
that just on the eve of great outbursts a celull sets in in the
mass movement, like the lull. before the s t o m , during which an enormous quantiry of revolurionarp energy is accumulated among the
masses in preparation far the impending big, das battles.

But the ruling bourgcokic in each countrp is not only adopting
measures that cause the hame markets to shrink, it simultaneously
resorts to measures which have for their abject he q w u h of the

IT

home market, and of foreign markets, mainly in two ways: first, by
increasing government orders and government subsidies for indusaies, and wcondly, by squeezing out foreign competirors from the
,borne market, as well as from certain sections of the world market.
Among the measures intended for the purpose of increasing
.government orden the most important, PS we have seen, are the
mem me^ &n
to adapt industry to and acwlerate the prcduction of
armaments. But the qumtion is, what effect have these measures
m the economy of the counuy?
They create "demand," but this demand is of a speciaI kind.
:Production increases, but not for emumers' goods, and not even
for producers' goods, but only for unproductive, parasitic purposes.
Even in the past, the economic significance of war parasitism was
considerable. During the whole --war
period aU the capitalist
states strove with the aid of state subsidies to develop leading branches
of the armament industry like the metallwgical and chemical indu*
tries, the production of motor engines, ship building, artificial silk,
etc., irrespective of demand and of capitafist profitablenes, i
n order
to preserve and develop the productive power of the armament industries. At the prffent time, however, the burden of war parasitban
has increased manifold in the economics of capitalist states. Formerly, in the immediate post-war period, prcducuon directly intended
for war p u r p e s represented an the average, according to Konjunktur Institut of Germany, about 5 per cent of the total output
of the capitaiist world; at the present time, however, the share nf
zhe production of war material has on the average increased severalfold in certain countries, and in the leading branches of industry
it has increased manifold. It must also bt borne in mind that this
increase in the proportion of the output of the war materkls is
proceeding parallel with a tremendous drop in the national income.
This means a colossal k e a s iff~ tbe b w h whiclp ww jimmitiswt i~
the eco~l~ntiG
fo ~ c mof ttA~mS;t.dst caunh.it~.
&fasing
From the point of view of the immediate inters& of certain
capitalists and capitalist concerna who obtain armament orders and
government subsidies, this is not at all bad; on the contrarv, it is a
18

very advantageous position. Lenin said: "War is a terrible thing?
Ya, but it is a terribly *$tabla thg"; but even pre-war demand
enables the wrrespnding groups of capitalists to rake in huge pfi
ts.
It is not surprising themfore that after fascist Germany left Geneva,
Hitler received the first telegram of grtecings from h p p ; it is not
surprising that the Stock Exchanges of the world reacted to Germany's step by a rise in the shares of armament concerns. During
the World War, the bourgeois economists, intoxicated by the war
boom, advanced a specid theory to the effect that war is a creative,
economic factor. But at the end of the war these sycophan~of
capitalism in the majority of the belligerent countries were compelled to sing a different song, k.,about the destructive effects
of war.
The adaptation nf the capitalist markets to the requirements of
war formerly took place during the first months of war (in the
autumn of 1914) and later, in the course of the war a war boom
set in. Now, however, the train of capitalist economy is hitched on
to the locomotive of war btf ore the war, and to some extent the war
boom is already in evidencuapitdism, so to speak, is fwestdhd
war demand. But there is a fundamental difference which distinguishes the present pre-war boom from the state capitalism of war
time. The characteristic feature of war capimIisrn, and of the
crisis of war econamy, is not over-pduetion, but a shortage of
goo&, under-production, War is the only occasion when an unlimited home market is created for capitalism. In order to concentrate and to increm production to meet the important: war demand to tht utmost, the belligerent governments were compelled
during the imperialist World War to introduce a certain amount of
state replation of praduction and the restriction of rising prices.
The present &nrl
nf monopoly capitalism is very different from
war time state *nrmopoIy capitaIisrn. Amidst a general slump in
the market, the financia1 oligarchy, with the aid nf the governments,
is fighting against a fdd in prices. The unrestricted "consumption" of means of destruction that gms on in war time hm not yet
been reached. This is what hinders the development of the arm;c-

merit industries to such proportions as would enable the whole of
industry to extricate itself from the c k And the enormous sws
which the capidkt governments are now spending on war orders
and in subsidizing industry impose an intolerable burden, not only
upon the masses of the toilers, but a h upon economy as a whole.
The burdens of she first World War, the growth of the mPitary-pice apparatus of the state, the growth of foreign and internal deb& etc., amidst the general crisis of capitalism, and p r titularly in the conditions of the economic mi&, have ied to the
position that the State Budget consumes an increasing p r t of the
national income. Before the war the total State Budget of Germany comprised 7 per cent of the national income; in 1929, the
expenditure of the Reich, and of the various states and municipalities comprised 26 per cent, and in 1932, 33 per cent of the national
income. In the United States the Federal Budget in 1913 cornp A d only 2 per cent of tht national incame; in 1932 the share
increased sixfold. In England the pre-war Budget comprised 8
per cent of the national income, and in 1932, 23 per cent; in
Fmnce, pre-war Budgtt 14 per cent, now 25 per cent; in Italv,
pre-war Budget 16 per cent, now 34 per cent of the national

income.
The proportion uf the expenditure on armaments to the total
Budget is aa follows: in France, direa expenditure on armaments
in 1920 represented 17 per cent of the total Budget and in 1931
it rose to 32 per cent; in Italy the propomon rose from 30 per
cent in 1929 to 35 per cent in 1932; in Japan it rme from 28 per
cent in I929 to 37 per cent in 1933, These figures apply to expenditure on m a m e n o in the strict sense of the word. If, however, we include urpcnditure on the police and nn the Nariticmal
Debt, we witl find that the expenditure of bourgeois states on p - t
and future wan represents from 40 to 70 per cent of their tnfal
Budgets, Truly, a gigantic increase in paiasitiun.
T o these figures must be added rbe enormous sums that bourgeois governments spend on efforts to save the big trusts and banks,
and on saving their profits. W e have already pointed to the fact

in the United States the measures taken by the Rowvclt government in 1933 invoive e-ndintre
on subsidim and guarantees
amounting to 15,000,000,000 doi1ars. In Italy, the government
allocated 7,000,000,000 lire to compensate for the losses incurred
by the big concerns. In Germany, for the purpose of saving the
big banks alone the government spent 1,100,000,000 marks. "Provision of work'' d a m e s in Germany win cost the ''Third Empire"
3,967,000,000 mark The Hider government is making this
expenditure on account of the Budgets of future years: thus, in
1933 expenditure has k e n made on account of anticipated Budget
receip for 1934 amounting to 700,000,000 marks, and on mticipted receipts from the Budget of 1938 of no less than 2,000,000,000 marks, This swindling and roblhg of the Treasury is caned
cc peiin~cing."
&at

The social-fascists, however, pretend that this robbing of the
Treasury and invasion of parasitism is a sort of introduction to sacklisrn, or a "new form of organized and state-control1ed econmy
that may become a transihon form from capitalism to socialism."
(Resolution of the Paris Conference of the Second International.)
Rooxvelt has become the new idol of the Second International, of
d the Baucrs, BIums and Vandetwldes. The English refarmists
at their Congress in Brighton, and the English Laboriws at their
Confwence in Hislings, proclaimed Raoscvclt as the herald of
Raosevelt's propram was declared to be a chunk of sosocial&.
cialism. Roosevelt himself never dreamed of socialism, or of replacing the capidkt system by a system of "organized economy."
as the government representative of the big financial
bourgeoide, wanted, and now wants, to take decish steps towards
mitigating the economic crisis, towards "industrial recovery." After
some slight succeirs at the beginning, his plan has, in the main,
failed; but this d o e not mean that he cannot continue to pursue
his policy in this direction. This palicy can stiII provide urormws
profits for the f i n a n d digarchpi but the more it pduces such
temprary results, the more it conwnts the economic forces of
the country, dtp&#
the currency, disturbs the a t e bnanccs,

He simply,
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and the burden of taxa and high cost of living still further re?
ducts the prtrcbasing power of the naasses of the toilers
Thus, tb consequmws of this pollicy are such that instead of
"organized capbJism" we simply get a further d h p d o n of capitalist Bconomy.
The thing that disrupts capitalist economy mast is inflation,
which, on the one hand, is an inevitable consquencc of the d b
hlrbance of the c a p i d i i system and m the other hand, k r very
sharp weapon at which the financial oligarchy is clutching in its
predatory raid u p other pople's -9.
What is the financial oligarchy striving to obtain in its own
country by inducing partial inlation? Primarag the following:
I. The reduction of the red wages of the workt5 of the
real value of the salaries of civil servants and of the incomes of

I

fie pearrantrV.
2. The partial annulment of the debts of the capitalii

enter-

*. 3. The depreciation of bank deposits and srrvings which pmctical.4
I

ly means the robbery of a considerable part of the p r o m of th4
pcrcy burg&, of the small rtntiem, and small capitalists.
4. A rise in prim.
In its first stage inflation causes a flight from money to gocds,
rakes pices, considerably reduces the lams of the big enterprises,
and thus stimulates an increase in production. The effect inflation
has on capitakt economy u similar m the effect a drug has on a
human being, id., at Am it gives risc to sp~culativespurn in production, but at the game time it paralyzes the private market fd
capital (capid issues). Very smn it reveals a weakening and disturbance of economy (the further shrinking of the home market,
the disturbance of the State Budget, and finance generally, etc,).
The rise in prices, as a rule, is slower than the depmciation af money,
and the greater part of the spoils of inflation obtained by the rnonop
o w as a rule, quickly evaporates so h a t in order to achieve further results the further depreciation of money is required-in the
same way as the first casual puccemes achieved by a petty coiner

-
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cannot guarantee him a "carefree" life unless he continues his
"work." Thus, the prospecrr on this road are r scthing and rising
flood of inffatim, ia., a recurrence of the situation that exiPted in
many countries during the first wave of infiation that resulted from
the imperialist war.
In the sphere of international commercial competition, inflation
is a very sharp weapon in economic war, and particularly in the
struggle for foreign markets. Im introdudon to a hrge extent
relieves the given country of a considerable portion of is foreign
debts, encourages exports and hinders imports. Ln this respect, inflation may at first bring considerable advantages to the bourgeoisie
of the given country, as the example of England, J a p n and a
number of other countries, shows. Hence the striving of certain
imperialist countries, amidst the intensified struggle for markets, to
excel each other in depreciating their own currency, Thus, England has depredated her currency by 32 per cent, the United States
by 40 per cent, and J a p n by 63 per cent. But tbe wry fact
that the introduction of inflation in one country compels her cornpetitor to resort to the same weapon (or resort to counter-measures
of another kind) quickly "depreciates" the advantage obtained by
the one and the otber from inflation. As a r q d t of inflation (and
for a number of other reasons) the c x p of
~ u1gtal comes to a
complete stop, As a radt of idation the world rnlvket shrinks
more and more, because without imports there can be no e x p r t s ,
and without e x p there can be no impom. Infiation cannot
create new markets-like
other mcasurrs taken in economic war
(dumping, prohibitive briffs, quota etc. ) inflation merely serves
as a weapon in the struggle f w the rediswiition of e-g,
and in
the conditions of the crisis, shrinking world markets. But as a result
of tbe general struggle for markets world trade at the present h e
(third quarter of 1933) reprtxnk only 34 ptr cent of the world
trade of 1929.
The currencp war heIps to create hostile impridkt groups; already we have s sterling 'bhc headed by England, a gold bhc,
headed by France, and no doubt a dollar bbe will be formed. But

the currency war 19 a constituent part of the general economic war
among the imperialists. This war ialready a t its height. It led to
the complete breakdown of the London Economic Conference. It
is being waged in the farm of English '%nptrial preferences,"
American "economic natiwaliyn," Japanese super-dumping and
adventurism, etc., etc. Every impeiialist state IS fighting furiously
to drive out foreign rivals from its own country, and to grasp at
least a small bur valuable piece of the market in other countries.
The whole of the predatory economic @icy pmued by the
ruling bourgekie in the conditions of crisis has undoubtedly brought
it certain results up to now in many counties at the expense of the
toikrs in their own countries, at the u p u s e of the colonies,
and at the expnse of other counmes. This is a fact. It
is also possible that this policy of the big bourgeoisie will produce
similar results in a number of countries in the future, particularly
in the most powerful countries. This posibdity cannot be denicd.
The armament industry can and will be whipped up by the bourgeaisie. If fascist Germany with irs limited resources was able to
achieve a rather important revival of the armament industries,
and if France in 1933 was able, largely by increasing armaments,
to achieve m increase in industrial output, then v h y should not the
United states be able to achieve tbe same thing? T h e bourgeoisie
of the United Statcs has na less cbance of achieving this than the
others. Hence, we annot simply aseft that the Roosevelt Plan has
f&d to such an extent that the American rulers m o t do anything more to mitigate their sconmic uisis. No. Raaevelt han
MlIg just begun to c m y out the "best pm" of his plans, to carry
out his great naval program; in tlh sphere the Americm baurgeoisie can atii ptrform "miracles of new construction," By continuing the policy of inhtion it can with its "golden" advanmge
win out at the expense of other countries. Moreover, it will continue it attack on the workers' wages and on the incomes of the
farmers, We must beware of wrongly simplifying the
Thus, we cannot assert that the economic crisis will bccome
more intensified in all thc apitalh countries in the near future.

man.
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we can and must ernph*
is that this is the further intensifiation and deepening of the g
d && of c q W k , preM y and primarily as a result of the verg meawres by which the
ruling bourgeoisie in the most important capitalist countries are
creating for themselves a tempray mitigation of the caon-c
crjsk. This is what is important to understand. It is important to
understand the interweaving of the present economic crisis with the
?,general crisis of capitalism. /The foundation of one and thc other
is the intensification of the contradition between the development
of the productive forces and capidst property relations. The intensificahn of this fundamend contradiction of capitalism determines the acuteness of the problem of markets, which the bourgeoisie cannot d v e in a peaceful manner. The measures by
which the financial oligarchy are ~ v i n gtheir profits'and securing
for themselves temporary relief will simply lead to the further
shrinking of world markets and to the sharp intensification of clasp
antagonisms in ever): capitalist country, as well as of international
antagonisms. A&t
is precisely the intensification of these an: tagonisms that represents the very essence of the general d& of
cspih.1
The unprecedented robbery and ruin of the toilers by the ruling
bourgeoisie is preparing the ground for and hastening the revmlutionary attack of tht toilers upon the rule of the bourgeoisie. T h e
economic war of the capitalist countries merely prepare for the
"mlitary pushing of the r i d into bankruptcy" (hnin), prepares
the ground for a wnguinary war of the imperialists for the m o n o p
list psession of the most valuable markets, a war for the conquest
af r o l b , a war against the U.S,S,R., a war for the redistribuh.
of the world, for world hegemony.

But what

,
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4. Mlrtn Condurio~

What are the main ~trclusimsto be drawn from the fmgdng:
economic analysis? w a r i l y the fobwing:
Fimt, now that capitdk stabitiz~tionhas come to an end, uneveaGess has been greatly accentuated in the progrw~of the world
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economic crisis; convulsive fluctuation md even more
evidcnccs of a certain rise in wtput have manifested &emdvesm
in a number of branches of industrg. But not a single capitalisti
country has as yet managed to c&cate itstlf from the clutches of
the economic crisis.
Second, the p r e l t w y measures adopted by the financial 01;guehy and the capidkt governments for the purp~seof transferring the burden of the economic & to the shoulders of the toiling
classes and
the increased profib3 obtained at the expenne of the
colonies and weak countries, and of other countries pner;illy, may
continue to produce certain results for tht ding bwrgeokk in
certajn countn'esg nevertheless they cannot restart the stabilization
of capitalism. 4 O n the contrary, they Beme to break up still funher
the mechanism of capitalist economy, to Jlnrply intensify the fun-.
dmental contradictions of capithn, both economic and pali&aI.
They support the capitalist sysmm in the same way as the rope sup 1
p r t s one who has been hanged. Thadlc who fd to undefstand
that cannot undersrand the prewnt p r w of revolurionizath of
the world situatipn.
Third, while formerly the decay of capitalism dee& undermined its foundations, at the present time these foundations arc
being actually destroyed--the wmld money spstcm, and the whde
system of world economic t& of capMiSm, is being destroyed, the
mechanism of capitalis e m w n p is becoming more and more disintegrated. The world teonmit c*
is clostly interwoven with
the general crisis of capitalism and the sharp intensification of this
general cr& has already Itd to the far-reaching disruption of the
capital& system thmughout the whde world.
Jourth, chis does nat lead to the automatic c d a of~ capitalism,
but to the transformation of the economic crisis into a revolutionary
d c r i s i ~ ? Even now, the world economic crisis is giving birth not
only to the economic, but dso to the politid prerquisites for a
revolutionary crisig and world war, in so far as it is intensifying both
class antagonisms and international antagonisms to their utmost
txtrtmc.
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The extreme tension of both internal class conedictions in the
capidkt countries and of international antagonism~hisis the
most characteristic feature of the present world situation. It testifies to the fact that at the present time the world is approaching very
close to a new round of revoIutions and wars.
A new round of revolutions and wars means a new revolutiona q crisis of the world capitah system. Formerly, we spoke of
the maturing prerequisites of a revolutionary crisis in the international situation. Our present theses speak of the objective prerequisites of a world revolutionarg crisis king m mature and of the
main contradictions and antagonisms in the capitalist world becoming so acute and strained, that a turn may come at any nioment
which will signify the transformation of the economic crisis into a
re~ulutionarycrisis.
r The growth of the objective prerequisites of revolution dots
ow, however, decide the wholc k u u h e rev01utionary vanguard
of the proletariat must be able to resolutely take advaneage of this
situation. This alone can guarantee a suecessfuI fulfilment of the
great task that confronts the international proletariat, Ptiz., the task
of transforming the impending revolutionary crisis of the capitalist
world into the victory of the prolttan'an revolution.

n,

The Menace of Imperialist War and the Proletarian Struggle Against Imperialism
1. TAb WW Dmger ab ihc Presspet

T k

The whole inrernatiunal situation at the present time is one of
extreme tension.
The League of Nations, which has been abandoned by Japan
and Germany, and which Italy is preparing to abandon, cannot
serve as an arena for the achievement of an agreement between
England and France, the two imperialist powers which most relied
upon it; and it i s ceasing to serve as a screen to hide the furious
preparations for war. The system of imperialist bargaining which
laid the basis of the Versaales Treaty and the Washington Agreement has utterly collapsed. The Disarmament Conference has resulted in a hitherto unprecedented race for armaments between
the imperiaIists and as a result of the London Conference an "ec*
nnrnic disarmament" a currency and tariff war has broken out
among the imperialists along the whole front.
The struggle between the Vemilles hbc and the anti-Versailles
group led by Germany and ItaIy for the redrafting of the map
of Central and South Europe and the Balkans, is flaring up more
and more, particularly around the question of Austria. T h e antagonism between the United States and England has, as a result
of the unconcealed struggle for markets, assumed unprecedented
acuteness (the war between the dollar and the pound, the irrecon-

cilable psition of both opponents on the question of inter-allied debts,
etc.).
The intensification of Angl-American mnfliccs is taking
place at all pints where the interests of these two imperialisms come
into conflicr, particularly on the Pacific. The race for armaments
between Japan, the U.S.A.and England in the Pacific is no longer
concealed in London, Washington and Tokio. Japan ia building
a new naval base a t Port Arthur and is fortifying the islands; England is fomfying Singapore and the Australian coast, while the
U.S.A. is fortifying the Pacific coast, Hawaii and Guam. England
fears the strengthening of her principal rival, the U.S.A., in the
28
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event of war between the latter and Japan, but it aha fears the acessivdy large appetites of the Japan- militarists, the strengthening
of Japanese imperialism which, by its super-dumping, is already hitting her in all markets.
The tenseness of the international situation is determined by
the sharp intensification of the inherent contradictions of the capitalist world. But the intensification of these inhercnt contradictions
directly i n c r e w the agmveness
of the imperialists against the
lad tM ir bd&g sodadim, is compelling the world WgeOjBit
to seek a solution of t h e inherent contradictions of c a p i t a h at
the expense of the U.S.S.R., "the Land of the Soviets, the citadel
of the Revolution, which by its very existence is revolutionizing the
working class and the colonies, preventing , [the bourgeoisie]
. arranging for n new war, preventing
[them]
dividing
the world anew, preventing
[them]
from being masters
of our extensive internal market so necesary for capitalists, particularly today, owing to the economic crisis." (Stalin, Speech at tht
Sixteenth Congress of the C.f .S.U.)
T h e Japanese monarchy, Hitlerist Germany and British imperidim are playing the mast active role in organizing war against the
Srviet Unian. British imperialism is doing everything it can to
encourage and spur on Japan towards an advennvist amck upon
the U.S.S.R. in the East. At the same t i m e it is striving to fan
the antagonisms between Germany and France and between France
and Italy in order to recnPer its pasition as arbiter in Europe and is
organizing the forces of the international bourgeoisie for an a m &
upon the U.S.S.R. in the West. German fascism is combining the
executioners' civil war against the pro1et;lriat and the toilers of
Germany with preparations for war for the repartitioning of Europe, with feverish efforts to smooth out tht a n t a p i s m s in the
camp of the imprialists by means of joint action for an attack upnn
the U.S.S.R. HitleA Germany and Pilsudski Poland are wiving
to attle the increasingIy acute conflicts hetween them at the expense of Soviet territory. The Hiderites are organizing a fascist
coup m Esthonia and Latvia for the putpose of prepring for a
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simiiar war, and they art trying tu find common ground with the
antiSoviet groups among the French imperi;Jists at the expense of
the U.S.S.R.
Brandishing the Samurai sword and relying upon the magnates
of the financial oligarchy, the Japanese Minister for War, Araki,
solemnly declares:
"For twenty years d m d y diwtder h a bccn continuously reigning
in China3 op tilI now no central government baa been catabli&td
there and, in fact, there is no government Ncithcr in Cmbd R h
or in Sib& a n a s=rap of liberty be found. And Momgdia, too,
seems to have ken transformed into a aearnd Central Mi.
Awakened imperial Japan can no longer tolerate the tyranny of the

.. .
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It i s well known that for barbarity the Japanese momrchy conc e d e ~nothing to tsarism. It repmcnts 3,000 millionaites who like
an octopus have wound their tentacles around a great nation. It
represents 40,000 landlords, who like leeches a r t sucking the
blmd of the tormented toiling peasants of Japan. It reprwents the
slave-owning textile concerns who buy the daughters of the peasantry and pay their workers the w a p of colonial coolies. It represcrim a repulsive, arrogant militarism, which has converted Korea,
Form-?, Manchuria and part of northern China into an arena of
savage torment and moclcery of enslaved nations and has acquired
r~otnriey for "unprecedented brutality combining all the latest;
inventions of technique with purely Asiatic tmture" (Ltnin).
Through the mouth of Araki is expressed the rage of the
British Diehards, of the German fascists and of the whole of the
reactionary bourgeoisit against the U.S.S.R. They may start a war
against the U.S.S.R,, bur they cannot emerge from such a war.
without broken heads.

2. The Role of the So~iaGF~~Cirtr
o n thu Imp&~t

Front

In a situation in which the imperialist pirates are furiously fanning the flamer of war, the role of Swiorl-Demotrracy as the agent
of the bourgeoisie in the preparations far a new world imperialist
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daughter, and prticularly for a counter-revolutiomy war against
the Soviet Union, m d s out in most &king relief, The Second
International is preparing for another August 4, on an international
wle, which will be even more dkgwting &an its w e d c r y of
1914. It was not for nothing that the Vienna Social-Democratic
Arb-g
in its contmvefsy with the "rno~t Chris6n" fascist
Dollfuss mentioned the senice which Sd-Democracy had sen&red the haurge& state and went on to Say that the war of 1914
proved that the "freer nations'' fight h f o t the intemts of ''th~?'
bourgeoisie. It was n d for nothing that the "Left" Otto Bauer
openly declared that he was apposed to thc "defeatist dmhl" of
the right ta 'Vcfend'' the Hitler fatherland. Bauer would like to
erawn the war of German impmial$m m'th a halo of Jacobin
phrases, as the French nco-socialists do in picturing General Weygand
who participated in anti-Soviet intervention as the marshal of a
revolutionary war against Germany. T h e English Laborites and
National Laboriteq behind the veil of pdfist phrases, try to attach
the British workers to the British Empire bp promising g d u d
'cwitJist reforms." hnsbury tries to pcmade the revolutionary
truth of India to abandon the struggle against the British conquerors, by promising that the LaboritEs will "soon come into pwer."
The thesis of the Lahorites and the National Lslborities, Gz.: "In
order to strengthen international peace, pace must be strengthened
within the British Empire," is a d
d slogan of war, becanw it
strives to strengthen the tottering British Empire for a war against
he U.S.S.R., to strengthen it in order to extricate it from the crkk
means of a war against other counh-ics, to strengthen it with the
ones of the proletariat and colaniaI ptopIes. The Japanese socialppofi the brigand sermons of Araki concerning the s ~ # n of Japan in Asii and the whoIe system of anti-Soviet
Cringing before the fascist cut-throats who have come into
power the Social-Demwratk leaders in all countries where the
fascist dictatorship rules do not wen trouble to conceal their readin w ro defend the fatherland of the imperialist and caunter-revo-

lutionary bourgeoisie. In many countries they have openly renounced their former pacifist if vapid formulas opposing imperidish
and by furious campaigns against the Soviet Union they are
striving ta prove to the bourgeoisie h a t they wiU be indispen~ble
in the evcnt of war. VanderveldeS assertion that the danger of
war a r k s "from rhe dictatorships in Germany, Italy and Russia,"
or from "the governments of dictatorship," as the last Congress
of the Amsterdam International declared, is a striking illustration
of the d - f a s c i s t provocation of counter-revolutionary war
against the land which is building a classless miallst society.
Striving to divert the growing antagonisms between the imperialist countries into the channel of the common aggression of capitalist
s t a t w against the U.S.S.R. and internationd bolshevism, the SocialDemocratic newspapers provocatively dcpict every new agreement
arrived at beiween the U.S.S.R. and some other state as the desetion of the U.SS.R. to the side of one imperialism against and e r . By this means they try to help the imperialists ta form a
united counter-revolutionary front apqinst the U.S.S.R. By this
they try to conceal from the toilers the fact that the U.S.S.R. k
resolutely oppased to all pmcipation in any imperialist combination.

3.

T k P m e Poky
Pro*%

of the U.S.S.R.

Is th Policy

of

Z~tm'otlulirptr

The specific gravity of the Soviet Union in the sphere nf international relationships has increasd enormously. The determined
peace pdicy pursued by the Soviet Union on the basis of the victorious construction of socialism h;ls brought the land of the proletarian
dictatorship, particularly in recent timts, a number of successes of
enormous international significance.
The h v e t Union is able to pursue a consistent peace policy htcause the proletariat over an enormous territory has abolished all
the causes that Ied to imperialist wars, In the Soviet Union there is
no lack of markets; the Soviet Union does not have to hunt for
markets. T h e dictatorship of the proletariat which represents the
vital interests of the overwhelming majority of the population of the
counrry, is not threatened from within and therefore dws not have
32
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-towksafety in wan3. T h e might of theSorier Union bas rapidly
QQwn and 3 mntinuing to grow day after day. such d d y w h
r e c m t q can p x w a firm and consistent peace poky.
But the s u e ~ ofs the foreign policy of the U.S.S.R. have re,
vealed that our Communist pin the capitabt count& is nut
' a& to earplain the peace policy of the Soviet Union and b
allre to the masee of the workers in a proper and convincing
'kanner so as to fifute the a n t i h ~ i e rdander and
af the
d-fa&sts.
But vaguenms in Communist agimtion on thig impr~~at:
qu&n is ablutely impermissible. Whence this vaguen#is? It seems to me dmt it & p b a d y from the fact that
certain comrades Iwk at the pace policy of at Soviet U h onts;dedly, ie., wrongly; it arises from the fact that they uderstand
-'andinterpret &is pdtcy in the b6urgeobpetcifist sense.
'
Very aften in our press we read abscllutely correct statements
abut "the conskent pace policy of the Soviet p v a m e n t ~"the
%et
UsJon is tbe principal peace factor in the world," ac. ALI
this is true, but if we see nothing elst in rhig palicy and explain no
more than this to the workers, &en we only create confusion.
T h e n ia no dogan that the bourgeoisie ham abused more than
the dogan of pa. The imprialiw " w e policy" is repwarad
by the policy of the Versa& Peace, of the Bmt-Litowls Peace;
it h the $9 which w m as an imtmment of i m p e m rule and
of imp&lis r k l y . Evny impcri.lkt diamat war the 1
- of
pace m a t 2 e a l d y on the w e of wu. Even H&ler n&s long

~~

I

for War, in his welIhown pamphlet, WE&is certainly a ~aanp8e
of piitid hypauisy unexampled in world li-,
wrote a spcial chapter entitled J-,
t b Id+&
of P w e . In tbis chapter
we read the following:
picture p=*d
of J a p au a milimrk or impddkt
smtt jr ddutely mps&iat,
rhm con p h m Jnpon ns SI&
who do not know that Japn d c s to srma only in ordcr ta 6ght
for -2'

ThiP is nor enough to ertablc rhe UWSM
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to understand the d ~ c r -

I

which Japan l o w pace and atrive for the peace
of humanity mn be judged by the imperisl cdim iiaucd
by cwrg emperor which dearly mte thian

"The

extent to

and w d f m

Yes, it would be very dficult to find more objective evidence
of the J a p e government's "Iove of pe.lc~"! But the pint is
that the hypocrisy of the imperialists is not sufficiently exposed to
the broad masses of the people. The primary duty of the Cornniunists is to teach the toilers to see the blwdy policy of the imperialists behind the sweet songs they sing.
This is not enough to enable the mas& to understand the difference 'between the peace p k y of the W.S.S.R. and the pacifist
phrasemongering of the bourgeoisie and its agents. The difference is
mt ady that the peace policy of the C.P.S.U. is an honest p k y . A
definite relation of forces in the imperialist camp may compel this
or that bborgeds state, which is either nm strong enwgh or which
is temporacily isolated, to try and avoid war for a time. This, of
coum, is not a cansistent,peace policy; but it would be quite wrong
to expIain the difTerence between the peace policy of the U,S.S.R,
and the plicy of any capitalist state which is ariving to avoid war by
the fact that the former k a consistent pace-policy while the latter is
an inconsktenr peace policy,
The peace pity of the C.P.S.U. is an honest and consistent
$icy and primarily it is a B & M policy. It $ a rmoJt&toarp peace policy, imbued with the spirit of ~ o b w i t mh d n -

In our agitation and propaganda we must resolutely dissociate
the peace policy of the U3S.R. from any kind af bourgeois policy.
What would the m a s of the r~volurionaryworkem think if we
Communists in our press began to confusc the revolutionary peace
policy of the C.P.S.U.with bourgeois pacifism? W h y should the
Soviet Union pursue such a pIicy ?--the workers wodd a&.
Why

should it conclude pacts of non-aggression with the capitalist government of our country which is only bypocritidy playing with the
pace policy and dom not intend to stick ta these pacts longer than
the approach of the favorable moment for waging a counter-revolud o n q war? Why do the Bolshevik conclude even temporary

agreements with our reactionary government, which is scretly preparing for war agdnst the Soviet Union and for civil war against
the working class of our c w n t r y l 4 e workers inay a&

Many workers, including those who sincerely sympathize with
the Soviet Union, may be beset with such d o u k . But OW pdoes
not give a proper exphnation of the peace policy of the C.P.S.U.
They &odd explain that the pace policy of the Soviet Union
can, if not avert war altogether, at all even@ greatly hinder the war

policy of the imperidk enemies of the U.S.S.R. and may even put
off the beginning of such a war, particularly if it receives real and
active s u p r t for its peace policy from the p r o l e k t of the capitalist e m v i e s But to hinder and to put off the counter-revdutionq
war against the Soviet Union is in the immediate interwts of the
international revolutionary Iabor movement. Thi muat be exphhed
to the m m of the workers in every country.
But how s h d d this be explained? In my opinion in explaining
this question attention must be drawn to the following points:
First, the peace policy of the Soviet Union helps to expose tht
war policy of the imperialists and by that Mndem their aggressiveness.
This is very important. Every enemy of the U.S.S.R. needs and
seeks for a "plausii~e" excuse to justify this eriminaI and very "unppW' war in the eyes of the masses of the people of his country.
However much the bourgeois governmen& wodd like to attack the
U.S.S.R., not a single one of them wtwld dare to come out openly
as the agcressdr, because it fears the masses of the people in its rear.
That is why governments like the Polish, Rumanian and even rhe
Finnish fascist governments dared not refuse to sign the pact of
non-aggression, or the definition of aggremr, proposed by the
U.S.S.R. Of course, the capitalist governmen& of these countries
regard these pacts as mere scraps of paper; but we, the revdutionq
workers, must utilize the% pacts as'impor~ntdocuments with which
to expose the hypocritical game of "our own" government, and f m
the very first moment of the outbreak of an anti-Soviet attack, wc
must not only brand that government as the criminal culprit of the
war, but produce documentary prrm f of this. It is particularly impor85

tant that the Soviet government prop~sed to its most aggressive
enemies, to Germmy, Pdand and others, that they sign pacts of non-

aggression and other obligations of peace, because it will be a noose
for them, if only we, the revo1utionaIy workers of every counq-,
succeed in utilizing these documents to the widest possible extent in
our mass agitation. The capitalist government that refuses to conclude a pact of non-aggressan with the Soviet Union still further
exposes itself to the whole world as the organizer and instigator nf
war, as the Japnese government has alreadv exposed itself to he.
And it is very significant that the MacDnnald-Baldwin government,
the government af British imperialism, which displayed a very lively
interest in the liberation of the English spies who were caught redhanded in the Soviet Union, has not displayed the slightest desire to
undertake the abligation of non-aggression against the Soviet Union.
Secondly, we must declare that in so far as it is possible to secure
the porq&mment of the counter-revolutionary war against the Soviet
Union, thanks to the* peace policy of the U.S.S.R., and the support
which it receives from the toilers of all countries, this in many respccts is to the advantage of the international revolution. Of courq
the imperialists, tm, are making strenuous use of this respite for their
war preparations. But time is on our side, if only we do not remain
p i y e . The inevimble intensification nf the general crisis of capitalism
lead, first, to the greater intensification of the antagonigns krwcen the imptrialkt pirates; secondly, to the continuous
growth of the rtvolutionary crisis in separate countries. This, in in
turn, means that our Communist Parties will have still more favorable objective conditions for revolutiona~work, that we in the capitalist countries w 9 gain extra time for preparing the proletariat for
the decisive struggle. Such is the third consequence of the possible
postponement of war against the Soviet Union. It increases our
chances of being able at least in several countries to forestall the
bat~rgeaisiemd to avert the impending war by overthrowing th+
bo~~rgeoisie,
by proletarian revolution. Fourthly, the movement of
the allies of the world proletarian revolution, the anti-imperialist national revolutionary movements of the colonial m d dependent
nations, will gain extra time for tht further mobilization and organ56
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h i o n of their forces. And fifthly, the Soviet Union i d f , at the
same time, on the basis of its sadist construction, will become still
more pwcrful.

The I s r , of course, is the mogt important: the rapid growth of
the might of the S o d Union up till now has been the principal,
although not the only obstacle (the antagonisms &tween the imperialist counuies are atso important), that restriined the imperial*
from their piratical attack upon the land of the proletarian dietatorship. They did not com'dtr themd~vesd d e n t l y prepared for such
a war. They had everp ground for fearing the autcame of such a
war. But what chanes for a succ#isful ourcome of tbcir -ti-Wet
plans can the i m p i a l h have now, after the brilliant fulfilment of
the first Five-Year Plan, when the relation of forces has changed
d
l more to the advanwe of the Swiet Unionl Now, every attempt to subduc the world citadel of s d a l h by war is more dangerous than m r for the imThe strengthening of the Soviet Union is m c of the principl
f m r s of Face throughout the whole world. But it is not only a
factor of peace. Simuhoously, the rise of the Soviet Union is the
principal factor in the dedqmcnt of the general crisis of rhe world
caphakt system. The rist of the U.S.S.R. i m p k the toilers of the
whdc wwld in thdr rcvolutiomq struggIea The Soviet Union is
the stronghold of the world prolethe firm basis of the worId
&list revolution.
we explain tbe peace policy of the US3.R and the sign&
of fiw ruccesa ro the m a . of the workers in this way, it will
not be difficult far us to repel the p r o v d v e attacks of the W f&
on the foreign poliry of the U.SS,R. Every worker will
understand h a t there is not, nor can there be, any antapism of
interest between the Soviet Union and the intemationaI labor mowment. The proletaria of the Swict Union i the h h c i b l c vanguard of the workers of all countrim. The cause of tbe working
class of every cwnay is inseparably linked up with the cause of the
proletariat of the Soviet Union.

If
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A m paddm of C h by thc Japanew, British, French and
the American im~rialistshas already commmced. This has not only'
found wcprtssion in the continued Japanese annexations, but also in1
the seizure of part of Szechwan by the Brin'sh imperialists, and thein
attempts with the aid of the Canton group to seize control of South'
China, in the organization by British and Japanese taperialism of the,
partisan movement in Siakiang, in the preparations of French im-j
perialism to annex Yunnan, and the imperialist intervention of Eng-i
land, Japan and the United Srates in Fukien.
The C h i n e people a& confronted with the problem of either;
being rransfwmed into a firmly enslaved colony of the imperialists,;
or of hringing about the revolutionary overthrow of the yoke of the!
imperialis~o, The anti-imperialist struggle of the Chinese toilers is:
developing in three main forms:
I . Anned guerilla warfare against Japanese imperialism in r
Manchuria, Jehd, Chahar and North China. This was is being?
waged not only agdnsr the Japanese miIirarists, but also against the:
Chinese agena of J a p e g e imperialism.
2. The anti-irnpcrialist struggle in Kuomintang China. ThTs,,
struggle, too, is directed, not only against the Japanese and other im-.
perialists, but also against the Kuomintang as the agents of imperialism, and primarily against the Nanking government of national betrayal and disgrace.
3. The principal, decisive force is the Soviets and their Workers'
and Peasants' Red Army.
After the defeat of fthe old leadership of generals, the guerilla
warfare passed to a ncw stage. The Chinese guerilla fighters are
workerr, pasants and soldiers; and the Communist Party of China
is more and more assuming the leadership of the partisan movement.
According to the reports of the Japnese, there are in Manchuria
I50,000 armed prtisans. Among them there are already three
large Red units, three Army Cwps of the Red Army of the ChinSoviets. In the event of a sharp turn of events this a m p may grow
and will grow into an army of millions.
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The Chinese Soviets and their Red Army have h a d y rcptlld
fnt campaigns, and just now they have won an important victory
in fighting against the simh campaign.
C h k g Kai-shek gathered an army of 440,000 against the CenSoviet District. He received aeroplanes, tanks, artillery, armwed
cars and chemical warfare equipment from the United States and
England. He was &ed by the British, Japanese and Arneri- im+list
fleets. His armics were led by German General Staff
deem, headed by General Seeckt. HIs police force is led by the
German said-fascist mercenaries including Gmcsinski. And yet,
in spite of all this, after a big engagement the armies of Chimg
W e k fled from the field of W e and retreated for five days
without stopping.
Wide Chiang Gi-shek was concentrating his forces against the

&nvd Soviet Disrrich the Red Army in Szechwan routed 36 rcgi'men& of the enemy, a whoIe army. (A*.)
The Second and
Fwrth Red Armics united and occupied the town of Wmhsien,
crmed the Yaagtze, and repelled all the attach of the Kuomintang
t r q x ~ Nearly 22 counties in the province of Szechwan are under
the d e of the Sod&.
In the provinces of Anhwei and Hunan
the Soviet districts are being rescored by the efforts of the workers
and peamlm
Since our last Plenum, as the achievement of but one year, the
Red Army of the Chinese Switts grew up and became strong; the
regular units during the past year in-d
from 200,000 to 350,000 and the irregular unis grew up from 400,000 to 600,000.
T h new model Communist Divigiowi have bem formed-e
Dk&n known as the Y.C.I. Division consisting of the Ymmg Communist Leaguers, and two Workers' Diwsmn%
''
The Soviet state ia China k growing and hemming st*ong. It iS
growing strong becaw of the c m c c t policy plrsued by the C m munist Party. T h e Soviet revolution in C h k has become a powerful factor in the wodd revdution.
The defense of Shanghai and the guerilla warfare in Manchuria
have been imprtani factors in cawing the Japan- f h t r n 1 W
to heaibrte m commencing a counter-revolutionary war against the

U.S.S.R. If the imptrialisw and primarily the Japan= militarists
ignite a conflagration of counter-revolutionary war against the
U.S.S.R. in the Far East, they stand the risk of seeing the e b l k h ment, next day, of a So&
Jm&m, a srkd a d hhisibb S o d
C h ,d a S d Kmm tad F a ~ s c w&h
r
b e
th
yoke of

f

w

d

kq%&dk

The imperialists are creeping into war a t an accelerared rate.
Hence, the primary task of the Communist Partia must be to exp e their policg to the w d e f s and the toilers and to show that the
mtionn are being dragged into war unbhown to the masses amidst
the n&
of diplomatic phrases and negotiations and under wver of
the war 'crevi~al"of capitalist industry, on the pretext of more frequent partial mobilizations, elling up of m t s , and trial mobiiizations of fawin aad other reactionary military org&tiom
B o W l e d rcsoludy rejects the position of &ly
waiting for
war. In the prestnt s i t t d m such a p i t i o n is a t a n ~ o m tto dchfrom the fidd of battle, tantamount to the abandonment of the leading d e of the Cornmmim as the vanguard
of the revdutionarp b W t r n war is a war which welds
the f r a t and the rear into m hseprable whole. Our Parties
have achieved certain rmcccs~~
in linking up the immediate demands
of the workers with the revolutionary struggles against war. However, the reorganization of our Party, mass and orpizationd work
d a s not correspond pmprly to the rate at which, md the mcme
cditians in which, the i m p e r b h arc cmping iuto war.
It would be stupid to think that the Communists can wait passively und r popular uprising matures in the course of an imperast
or m u t e r - r e v o l u ~ ywar against the U.S.S.R. Mas work
against war must be d e d on immediately, without delay, &cularly ammg the workers in those entErprises that will play a particularly prominent role in the conditimrs of war. We must learn
right now to distribute our forces properly, and to concentrate our
activities upon the struggle against the shipment and supplp of war
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mabtrias. T h e campaign against the supply of war materials to
Japanese imprialism has heen obviously unsatisfactory.
At the same time we must u d i a the experience of the fight
against imperiai rehearsals of war, we must utilize the experience
of the suuggle during military maneuvers, during trial mobdimtioris
of separate c l a s s , etc., to prepare for the struggle against war in
the conditions of war.
The Communist Parties must prepare the workers so as nor to
allow the m m n t of general mobilization to slip by, when the slightwt delay and disorder in carrying out the mobilization plan--every
hour of which has been calculated beforehand-may muse the imperial& wry serious ernbarrment. During the general mobilization, the Communists must be able to develop their activity at the
mobilization centeB at which the workers and peasants will be gathered in order to be distributed to their various units. Revolutionary
work on the railways and in the docks, in the first days of mobilizatian, as well as throughout the whole period of the war, is one of
the first and most important conditions for the general succes of
rcvolutronary work. T h e imperialist generals say that the fate of a
war is determined by the large factories, and this once again emphasizes tbe fact that it is precisely these enterprises that must becomc
the strongholds of our revolutionary struggIe against war, Work
in these enterprises, as we11 as among the troops at the front, must
become tbe wrc of our work. W e must without losing a single
hour make every W b l e use of legal and semi-legat possibilities,
which cemh Communist Parties still enjoy, in order to reorganize
our work in a militant manner.
We know that the victorious revolution is the onIy reliable guarantee of peace. Hence, the task of raerolttlioddmg the t a g ~ s e s
is the fundamental task dso in our anti-war struggle. But we do
not know whether and where the psi'biltty of the revolutionary
overthrow of the bourgeoisie will mature before the latter drives the
toilers into a new fratricidal daughter. W e in ewry country must
do absolutely everything we p i b l y can in order, by the pres3iirt: of
the broad masses, to restrain the ruling c1-s
from committing this
crime, to restrain them from war. Right up to the very last day
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before war break out we must mobilize the maws of the toilers for
the struggle against the war danger, for the militant support of the
revolutionary peace golicy of the Soviet Union. Right up to the
very last moment before the outbreak of war we must tit.eldy din
it into the minds of the m m : "Rise, before it is too late and prevent the incendiaries of war from carrying out their criminal
designs."
But if we fail to avert war, if in spite of all, the imperia1ists
commence war, if they attack the Soviet Union, then we wilI call
upon the m w s of the tders to fight, not under the slogans of antiwar struggle, but under the slogan of revolutionary civil war.
The peoples of the Soviet Union will then show what the land
in which the proletariat rules is capable of doing in defense against
the imperiaist pirates. The toilers liberated from exploitation, bound
by tits of blood to their d k t fatherland, wiU pour in millions
into the lltnks of the invtrcibIe Red Army. They will hurl themselves against the violators of peace with all the col-1
might they
accumulattd during the years of heroic victorious Lbor. Under the
leadership of the Bolshevik Party, under the tried Ieademhip of its
great leader, Comrade Stdin, the && people will erike crushing
blows against everp attacker, and will smash the h d i e legions to
atoms.

And then the hour of our great cause will strike for us, the
Communkts of the wpitalist countries. Let the bourgeoisie of all
countries know right now that then, in Finland, in Poland, in Germany, in England, in Japan, in d apitalist countries, we wiil say
t o the workers and m n t s : War on the enemies of the SQcialjSt
Soviet Union. The Red Army is our army. W e have but m
fatherland, which we will defend. We haw but o m enemy. Wh+
ever r a h hk hands against the Land of the Sovim must b t dcstroyed at the front and in the rear. T h e cursed rule of the exploiters must be smsshed,~srnashedonce and for alL
T o evtry worker gomg to the imperialist war, to every sdditr
and recruit belonging t o the oppressed toiling section of the people
who have guns put into heir bands, we will repeat the counsel 04
thc immohl leader of the world proletariat, fienin:
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#',
, , You are given a d e and a ~pkndidpick-bing p a h i l t
asmrdhg to the latest word of eogintering
thin
wcapoa of death and d ~ m c t i o n ,do not listen to the aentinmtal
mi&
who are &aid of war, Much h bctn left In the world
that
be dwtroysd by h e and iron for the Iiberotion of the
workiag h a ' (hnin, "Collaps~of the Second International,*
C&t&d WorAs, Vol. XVIII, p. 3 16.)

III. &
F

and Social-Fasch

T h e fact that fascism has been victorious in a country l i i Germany where the labq movement was so powerf d,makes it h l u t e ly neceswy for all the sections of the Communist Internatimd to
concentrate their attention more than ever on the fascist movement
and on the fight against it.

T h e first thing that is required in this connection is the ability to
appreciate pmperly the class c b a c t . w of fa s k The question of
the class character of fascism must not be confused with the q u e
tion of the dm cornpition of the fascist mass movement. As is
known, the class composition of this movement is vey mixed. Relying
on the capitalist farmers, fascism appeals to the peasantry which is
in bondage to the landlords and to big capital, is bound by debt, op
pressed by taxation and suffers from the agrarian crisis. Fascism
appeals to the artisan, to the handicraftsman, to the small shopkeeper
and to the small rentier who s u h r from monoply, the shrinking
of markets, the big banks, inflation and the burden of taxation.
Fascism seeks for imlf a maw basis among office employees, the
minor government officials and the petty bourgeois intelligentsia who
suffer from salary reductions, mass dismissals, and mass displacement^
in the state apparatus. But fascism also tries to penetrate the working clnqq and finds same response among that section of the unemployed which h,as fallen into despair and which has been long divorced from industry, and among the more backward sections of
the workers who have not yet awakened to class consciousness.
Moreover, in recent times a whale declassed stratum of the pettybourgeoisie has arisen in capitah towns, such a5 ex-o5cers, unemployed "intdlectuals," etc. (a completely new lumpen stratum).
Fascism utilizes these ton.
It goes without saving that the mixed composition o f the fascist
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movement is an important qucstion from the p i n t of view of our
istrugglt against f&,
f m k the point of view of the prospects of
the dkinteptioll of the f d mass movement. But the social
cornpition of this movement does not in the least solve the problem
of the d m character of fascism. T h e deei6vc thing is: what class
policy does it pursue? Which class does it serve?
In Gerinany the fascists & i to be t'sowalists," but their "socialism" in reality turned out to be the most predatory type of
The policy of fascism is the poIicy of the big
' monopoly capital.
bourgeoisie. Fascist rule, as our theses sry, is the
-rkt
rbic-dkp
of t h m S d ~ c ~ t tk
h lproSd
,
tbM&ht &d
is clearly seen in 1I1
i m w d of
count& where the f
d arc in pwer. The due& of the ruling:
fascism are such that even the very stones uy out about the c k
character of fascism in Italy, Germany, Poland, Fnland, Austria,
Jugdavia, trc.
But it is precisely this fundamental fact that is digtofttd by the
Soeial-Demacrats and their hangers-on. Otto Bauer insists on dcp i d g German fascism as " n o n h " rule, or a~ "the dictatorship.
of the lumptn proletuht,'' which, he a l l e m dominates the proleAnd T r o e ,
tariat and the bourgeoisie as "de franchised subjects"
m
n
id Thalheimer insist on depictink faxism as BMlapartb or petty'
bourgeois counter-revolutim. Why do they inskt 011 that? B e
cause it is important for them, as for all d - f m to Met
the attention of the w rkcm from the fight against the ruling baur-.
It is extrtmely noteworthy that the same
geoisie whom t h y sc
thing was repeaed by Rcrnmele when he was a member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Germany at the time
of the fascist coup. T h e whole bourgeoisie i0 wiubordinated to the
lumpen p r o I h t , ' ' he said in the voice of Otto h r , and by that
revealed the dose politid mmccdon that & bctwten his Right
Wing opportunism and W - D e m o u a q . Another warning example: the Krnmis&L R*,
the thcoretid organ of the Cornmunist Party of Caechdovdia, approved the definition of
given by the "Left" kid-Democrat Cechacek, &, '(the revolt
of the petty bourgeoisie indieam the complete isolation of the urban
45
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bourgeoisie and big capital." This simply means the coxnph hob
tion, not only of the -1-Democrat
Cechacek, but aka of the
themetical organ of the Cwnmunist Party of CzechoStovalria from
Marxkm in regard to the definition of the class character of fascism.
It is high time that the Central Commimx of the Communist P q
of Czechoslovakia isolated thk editor from the theoretical organ of
the Party.

2. Can Fm&

Sh&iiw

T o t t t A g P o d h of

th

Bwgcoisw?

The second general question that is r a i d in the theses that we
have submittEd is h e a p p h l of the objective consequences of the
policy of fascism. Unquestionably, fascism is the itlistrument of
black reaction. It is p12Ci4tly as such that it is used by the bourgede
to save capitdim from co1Iapse. Whether it can save mpitalh is
another guestim entirely. I t is not true to s y that capitalism has
managed to strrbilize its pition with the aid of f&
as many
S m ' a l - D e m w assert. Thh is what the world bourwoisie mn
h; this is the d m of its policy of f sscization ; bututhe r d t s are
altogether ditTennt. It is not true to a y simply, thgt f
a hinders revoIutionary &velopment.i We say that revolutionmy development is simdtaneously hindered and accelerated by the f
d fury
of the bourgeoisie. This dual character of the objective comequences of the policy of fasdsm must be un r s t d , otherwise it wilI

f

nor be p i b l e to see the prspeetive cleady.
The reason why the smhl-f&
ste only one side of the problem is quite dear. They can e x p t nothing goad from the revolutionaq perspcetive; on the contrary, they fear it tver so much more
than "total" f&.
They try to scarr the workers of Germany
with &c bogey of t h ''Italian
~
perspctive." But the times now are
dtagethr different fmm what they w m when fascism aame into
power in Italy. That was the period of transition from d u b ary CGS
to the relative stabilization of apitalkn, whereas German
national-sociab came into power in the perid of transition from
the end of capitalist mtbihtion to the revolutimary d k , "Thh

I
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changc in the objective situation"-we
rmphasiza in our th-"detertnines altogether different perspectives for fascism in Germany,
as WPII as in other lands of fascist dictatorship."
Amidst the conditions of totwing capidism, even tbe fascist
terror u f the bourgeoisie cannot for long regtrain the masses of the
workers from deckive action. T h e tenor r a m anger even among
the majority of those worken who up dl now have followed the
Social-Democrats, and if only the Communists arc able to approach
these warken properly it wil be much Icss difficult than formerly to
win them owr to the i d e of revolution. Even fascist demagogy
can now hvt a twofold effect. It can, in spite of the fascists, help
us to fret the rnof the toilers from the illusions of parliamentarg democracy and peaceful evolution ; and the other bait that the
f a A t s use in place of thcse illusions (small private property, national
interest) can be exposed by showing what the ruling f&
do for
the benefit of the class interests of the big bourgeoisie and the landlords. When the big bourgeoisie
to convert the peasantrp and
the urban pttry bourgeoisie into a reliable prop for themselves, they
accelerate the process of differentiation among those intermediary
even where h e bulk of the masses of these exploited classes
at fimt swing over to the side of fascism. The ruin of these c h s
by fd
d e quickly creates the $02 for winning them over to the
side of the revdutionary proletariat.
The growth of fascism means that
c+t&tt
are so Imgw
able cu m&mG tAsjr Bitt&ofskp by t h old &&
of
t m h m d by bowgmh h o c r ~ c g
y d y ; morsow, t
hd
odr of ~
i a d bowge&
~ b c r qm
~
8 me be4
ca&g
a W m c e to tk c#&ts
k t& home #&s
(& fJght
~ g ~ t t k ~ b & ) a ~ & ~ b ~ ~ r ~ m t ~ ffor
w b i
the im-t
t-c&&&
of t
k w d ) ." (Theses.) This does
not exclude the m
b
i
l
i
t
y that, under certain conditions, the fascigt

,

dictatorship will be able to u& the forms of curtailed pliamentarism, as k the mse, for example, in P b d and Finland. But the
more diflicult the position of the bnurgeoiS.ic becomes, the mast fa+
cism *trlves to eliminate the parliamentan?competition of many bour-

geois parties and substituk for it the political monopoly of a single

I

PWThis cannot but serve to increase the discord and codicts among
the bwtrgcois parties, partimhly between the fascists and dfascism It is wrong to imagine that there can be no real disagreements between them. Diireements exist and new ones continuous:
ly arise on the bask of the inherent contradiction in the position of
the bourgeoisie. These disagreements are ow disagreements of principlt, as both the one and the other stand fer the bourgeois dictatorship. In spite of all their disagreements the fax& and 4 - f &
are, and remain, wins as Comrade S d i n remarked. Our -a
of the revolutionary per+ve
is not based on their mutual quarrels;
it is based on the incvhble intensification of the fundamental internal and external contradictions of capitalism, and primarily, on the
firm conviction that the revoIutionary forces of the proletariat will
grow.
There are no disagreements between the fascists and social-fascists as far as the necessity for the further faxhation of the bourgeois dictatorship is concerned The kid-Dunmats arc in favor
of fascization, provided the parliamentary form is preserved. "Our
goal is the same, our methods are different," N. Tanner, one of the
typical representatives of s o c i a - f h , chatman of the Finnish Social-Demoeratic Fartp and of the International Co-operative Alliance, told the fascists. And this loyal servant of capitalism told the
truth. What is worrying these p p l e is that in their furious zed
the f a d s may hasten the dmm of capidism.
a

I

3. Thc Fm&n

of S&Dernocrucy

The fascization of S o d - D e m m c y is proceeding at an accclcrated pace, This docs not mean the formation of ' h d i s t "
groups in the Social-Democratic Parties. For example, social-fascism as a whole praists the new, and what, in fact, are fascist forms
of the economic pliey of the big bourgeoisie and descriieg them
"rudiments of socialism." BIum and Vandervelde have described
the economic $icy now pursued by Hitler and M u d i n i as c'wial-

rightly complain that he
fascist3 have stolen their program ; but the fascists would be equally
right in, complaining that the d - f &
have appropriated their
idtdogy.
In the wake.df the f mists, the &I-f mists of all brands stand
for a "strong government." Many of them reproach the German
L Severings and Zorgiebels with not having ruled with a sufiiaently
. firm hand. At the Congress of the Socialist Party of France held
in July, 1933, Montagnon demanded "a reform of the state that
wilI make it a strong state, master of its own destiny, mpble of contmlling and conduaing economy." Montagnon is a nco-mdk,
but let us see what another d - f a s c i s e has to say in giving advice
to Sqcial-Demacratic workers:

'

ism without the d i s t . " The d - f &

-

gcEwrylmdyadmita that in the piwcnt conditions a 'strong governCompel your p r t y to akrt a real struggle for a
strong dernocfauc government. . . . We would h o n d y hclp you
rn the ~rugglefor auch a govtmment. Momvtr, we would pIcdge
oumIvw not to undertake any revolutionary attion that would go
btyond the limita of demoerrcy."
ment' i s

This is what Tr+o&y, the counter-revolutionary hckey of the
bourgeo$ie, write. In principle, there i no dieerence between the
ition taken up by Trotsky and that of the m-faseist Montagnon
n the question of a strong government And Kautskp openly dedares that the reproaches hurled against the leaders of the German
S d - D e m m r a c y that they did not establkh a dimtodip in 1918
are unjustified, because, writes Kausky, "such a terror w d d have
to be directed prima+ against the C o m m u n w Hence, if a dictatorship were established, it would have to be directed against the
Communists,
As a matter of fact, the German Sd-Dem-m
$dwe terrw
against the Communh, and they even threatened the fascists that
they would " d e with s firm hrnd." Everyone remembers the
threats uttered by Web at the Mqdcburg Social-Demacmtic Party
C;ongrcss to use dictatorial powem agPinst the N a W and
against tbe Communists On June 28, 1929, Gnsinsld decImd
in Frankfurt: "The German working d m will really hang on the

r
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lampposts t h w who attempt to encroach upon the political rights
of the German working class by violence and establish their rule at
the expense of the people." Loebe, in the name of the "h
Front?
threatened to organize a general strike against fascism; but an May
1 7, he voted for Witler.
The slogan, "a srrong government," against the revolutionary
workers, of course, and not against fascism, was borrowed by the
whale of the Second International from WeIs, from the neo-fascists
and from the fascists.
But it is not only a matter of the f ascization of the ideology, the
themies and the s l o p s of the Social-Democratic Parties. Look
at their deeds.
In Czechdwakia and in Spain, the Social-Dernocrae took part
in the governments and in the preparations for establishing a fascist
dictatorship. In Denmark and in Sweden, the Social-Demccrats
are in power and are proceeding along the same road. In Austria,
Poland, Finland and Hungary, the Sal-Demwratic Partics exist
legally under a fascist dictatorship. In these countries they are the
obedient opposition of His Majesty, Fascism. Tn Japan they come
out openly in favor of war and of the monarchy.
In the United States, the Socialists and the American Federation
of Labor are helping RoosevtIt to carry out what, in fact, are fascist '
economic measures. In England, the Labor Party produced open

&.,

allies of the diehards,
the NationaI-Laborites on the one hand
and Mmley's fascist group on the orher, T h e future will see the
rise of numerous groups of this kind.
T h e Italian sacialist Mdigliani, and even the "Left" Nenni,
decIared at their Congress that they are prepared to return to Italy
as a legal Opposition at Mussdini's first call. And the German Social-Democrat Breitscheid wrote a letter to Neurath stating that all
he was fighting for was the rights of a legal Opposition. And Wels
and Breirscheid openlrp decIare that the task of Social-Democracy in
Germany is to prevent the fascist dictatorship frtlm heing supplanted
by a proletarian dictatorship.
50
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The coming into power of Hitler in Germany marlrs the beginning of a new s t y e in the development of the crisis in the Second
International. The defeat of S&l-Democracy and the whole of
SociaI-Democratic ideology, policy and tactics, was revealed precisely in the country where the strongest party of the Second Intermtimd existed. The defeat of the German Social-Democratic P m y
caused great consternation in the mnks of the Second International.
Attacks began to be hurled at the leadership of the Geman k i a l Democracy; there k mutual recrimination among the social-fascist
leaders and ferment in the ranh of the Social-Democratic workers,
T h i s consternation manifested itself at the Brussels Congress of the
trade unian bureaucrats, and at the Paris Conference of the socialfascist functionaries. And they have not quitc got over it yet.
Very mon, however, the SociatDemoeratic leaders began to
whitewash the German Social-Demwats. At the Paris Congress
they defended Wels and the German Social-Democmdc Party.
Bawr hastened to draw up a thesis of the historical inevitability of
the victory of fascism in Germany; Kautsky and Oldberg declared
that "cultured" Social-Democracy had to suffer defeat at the hands
of uncultured fascism.
"Left" social-fascists, such as Adler, Fenner Brockway and a h
the Menshevik lackey of the bourgeoisie, Trotsky, hastened to the
mistance of Wels, Vmdcrvelde and Blum. Trotsky came f o r w d
as the principal purveyor of arguments for wving d - f a s d s m .
This traitor to Communism published monstrous slanders against the
Communist Party of Gennany to the effect that the h e r was re@1c
for the victory of the National-Socdis$ and that it bcmyed the Germ- proletariat. And at a time when the G e m
Communists art waging a heroic struggle, are fighting with heroic
self-Ece
against f h , the maitor Tromky &res to d&
that the Communist Party of Germany b dead!
The attempt to whitewash German Social-Democracy t accompanied by "Left" maneuvers. The German social-f&
are
shouting about a revolution against I%rtler. The Austrian W61

f d t s are trying

to console the workers with empty phrases about
general strike. The Polish S&t
Party adopts a resolution dedaring that it is necessary to overthrow the government of Pilaudski,
and lies to the workers by saying rhat it is onIy the U.S.S.R. and the
Cornintern that is hindering them in this.
But they ate not d s f i e d with monstrously slandering the Cmnmunist Parties and with "Left" phrases. And so, tbe ''Left'' fragments gathered together in Paris in order to revive the Tw*and-aHalf International, of shameful memory. They came to an a p e ment on one question,
that it is necessary to fight against Communism, against the prolemian united front. They could not agree
on any ather question. Trotsky, however, comes out with the propd to attempt to achieve the same object by d i n g it the Fourth
Intcmationd. But such Internationals are very ineffective baits; the
worken turn their h,cbupon them.
The crisis ideveIophg in the Social-Democratic Parties. "Neb
socialist," or neolfascipt, wings are being formed. Neo-s&diifm is
not merely a French ptducr. It is growing in the ranks of SocialDemocracy in Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Pdand and other countries.
T h e Swialist Party of France has alrcady split. Renaudel, Deat
and Marquet are already forming a new party and tomorrow, Fraeaard wilI f&w in the$ footsteps. Wrangling among the
fascist leaders is observed in nearlv dl countrk In the British
Labor Party a "Left" wing has bkcn formed among the leaders,
which reflects, as in a distorting mirror, what is going on in the
lower ranks. Of course, the "Lefts" in the Austrian Social-Democratic Party capitulated ; but the S o c i a l - D e m d c workers arc beginning to remgqize the m i n g A u h species of s w i a l - f d .
The intensifi~~tioa
of imperialist antagonismsis disintegrating
Second International as an internatid organization. The mi& in
the Second International is a fact. But it wouId be quite wrong to
believe that the Second Intcmationd, and particularly the various
dd-f&st
parties, are already dead dogs. No, they arc still the
main sacid prop of the bourgeoisie, d - f a s c i s n is stiIl dangerous, it
i stiU a big force in the struggle against the anti-fascist united front,
against the Communist Parties and against the U.S.S.R. In Enga

&.,

land, Norway and Swiaerhd, the S d - D e m m t i c Parties, even
after the world historical banhpocy sf the Second IntemationaI in
Germany, won election victoria. This does not mitigate the
in the Second htern~tional,it is true. In France, for example, the
Socialist Party split up 'nto three parts after a big electoral success.
But it does mean that the Communists must exert all efforts to destroy the mass influence of the Social-Demmatic Parties*
"Fascism is the dangerous enemy of the proletariat. It can be
defeated only in fierce rcvoIutionaq battle." T h i s is how our theses
emphasize this point. It is not m e to say that the victory of fascism is an inevitable stage preceding the proletarian revolution in dl
capitalist countries. But the stronger the mass influence of SocialDemocracy is, the more dangerous is fascism. Hence, the successful
struggle against fascism, as against war, calls for intensified work an
the part of dl sections of she Communist International to win the
worken away from the influence of the Social-Democratic Parties.
I

N. The Class B a t h of the Toilers and the Imporwrit

Tasks of the Cummudat Parties

T h e ruling bourgeoisie is everywhere furiously continuing the attack on the standard of living of the working class. Wage cuts are
becoming o universal phenomenon. For example, in England, the
wages of the textiie workers have been reduced by 6 per cent; in
Spain the wages of miners have been reduced 20-30 per cent; in
the United States, a ccminirnum wage" has been fixed, which is
actually a maximum wage ; in Poland the wages of all workers have
been reduced approximately by 20 per cent, etc. There is no end
of such facts.
Inffation is reducing reaI wages, and is a form of flank attack
upon the workers. In England, the cost of living has increased by
6 per cent; in Japan approximately 14-18 per cent, and in the
United States a h , prices are rising far above the increases in wages.
W e must pay more attention to this reduction of wages by means
of inflation.
In a number of countries anti-working class laws have been
v d . In the Republic of Sp'n, with the co-operation of the Scm
cial-Democrats, concentration camps for "vagrants," ie., for "dangerous" unemployed workers are being organized, and strikes without the consent of the Governor of the Province are prohibited, b
Japan, the laws against "dangerous thoughts" are being made mob
stringent. In Germany, fascism has created penal servitude conditions for the whole of the working class. In Austria, Dollfuss has
already begun to adopt the same plicy; and in Czechoslovakia,
L'dernocracy" with the co-operation of the social- f ascists is striving
to excel the German fascists.
Social legislation is deteriorating almost everywhere. In Ger54

many the fascists have deprived more than 2,500,000 unemployed
of relief, In Poland, Czcch~~Iovdcia,Austria, etc., unemployed
relief has been reduced. The British bourgeoisie are transferring
whole categories of unemployed t o the Poor Law Authorities after
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twenty-six week of unemployed bencfit. Everywhere the hourgeoisie is trying to substitute compuhry '*public work'' far unem-

ployed relief, Forced labor is becoming more and mom widespread
in the capitalist w d d . Camp on the mdel of the eompulmry labor
,camps in Germany are being organized in Poland (labor battalions),
in Czechoslovakia and in Austria; and demoeratic United States h s
already introduced h e same system for 250,000 young workm~.
In England, a Bill is now being discussed in Parliament whi& provides for the unemployed being sent to labor camp and making it
compdsory for young workers between I6 and 18 to go to these
camps. In Gemany and in Austria, experience has shown that the
I work of the Young Communist League in these camps can product
positive resulk
A rnanstrous system of "crisis rationalization" k being introduced
in the capitalist countries. T h e increase in output of industry b not
accompanied by a corresponding increase in the number of worken
employed (in the United States, in the best days of t i e R e v &
boom, the increase in the output of industry amounted to 3 7 per cent,
but the increase in the number of workers employed is only 9 pti
cent). And the increase in the number of workers employed is
not accompanied by a corresponding increase in the amount of wages
paid (in the United States the total payroll increwd 7 p r cent,
while the amber of workers employed increased 9 per cent and the
dollar d e ~ e r i a t d40 per cent), the Ragesclt c d e on the shorter
working week, "distriion of labor*' in Germany, the shgger s p
'4 tern, the Crumper systemdl1 thesle are different names of m e and
I

the same thing.
At the same time, the agrarian
is becoming more acute,
and the conditions of the bdk of the peasantry are betaming worn.
The anger of millions of farmers in the United Stat=, their mikes,
the big pe-t
movements even in such a country as France, the
p a n t revolts in Spain, Pohnd, etc., arc a striking
of the
66

iatensificatim of the q m h n crisis in capitalist cwnuies, quite apart
from the colonies and stmi-coIoniw, Wre China, India, the counnies
in South America, etc.

The worming of the conditions of the masses, the approach of
war, fwization and the establishment of fascist dictatorship in a
number of countries, have strained the antagonistic class forces to
an enormous extent. In this situation, the "growth of a revolutionary m a movement in the various capitalist countries can st11 less
than hitherto bear a constant or even character," as is stated in our
theses. And in the conditions of fascization, and particularly under
a f&t
dictatodip, the forms in which the revolutionary upsurge
-if
ests itself undergo a change-revolutionary development frequently proceeds unobserved, in less open forms. It would be quite
wrong and a h d to try to measure the revolutioaary movements
in the lands of fawist dietatorship only by the figures of smies,
demonstrations and actions of the unemployed. This would Iw statistical cretinism as dangerow .as parliamentary,fretinkm in the lands
of s d e d democracy.
Sdd-Democracy and its Trotskyist and Brandlerite offal are
tirelessly howhg about the catastrophe in the Iabor movement, abut
the ushering in of an epoch of fascism and reaction. Clearly, this
position has nothing in common with BoIshevism. But we also brush
aside the Leftist chatter about straight, unvaryingly even "automatic"
revolutionarg development. Are these grounds for speaking of a
univerd reon,
of the defeat of the Iabor movement? Let as
take the example of the United States. T h e stnk wave is rapidly
rising as the following figures show:

.....................201 strikesaffecting 125,000worken
................... 152 atrika affecting IQ1,OOB worktn
Septtrnbr ................21 1 strikes aflccting 2 t2,000 worken

July

Augwt

in

Thus, the strike wave is higher than in the corresponding period
I921, when the smie wave reached the highest point ever attained
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in the preceding history of the United Statcs. An enormous wave of
the f m e e ' movement bas spread over twenty-two states. Farmem'
srikts have taken place in six state, &e&g
2,000,000 f m e r s .
In Germany, a new revolutionary revival is commencing. Tt
finds expression in peculiar fomq eormpnding EQ the conditions
of the fascist regime. There we observe: 1, an increase in the
number of Sod-Dtmmatic work- joining the Cmmunist Party;
2, disintegration in the N a t i o n a 1 - S ~Factoy Organization and
tbe Shack Troops; 9, the creation of &e first indcpdcnt trade
unions; 4, i n d g ferment in the ranb of the petty b a u r g c ~ ;
5, strikes and demonstrationq d t h g h not in large numbcrs (prticuhrly the dcmamruration of August 1 in Berlin) ; 6, the Bolshevik
work of the C.P. of Germany, its def e m by t h e German workers,
and the enormous growth of the p t i g e and authority of the Party
--these are very important indications of the inapknt revival,
A conciliator and Right -st
has come forward in the
wake of the Social-Democrats to dedare that t t c relation of the b
forecs in Germany has changed entirely in favor of the bowpoipie.
This is not true. The class struggle has become wrp much more
acute; but its outcome still lim in the futurc. The eonciliator is
scared. In titnes like these there cat^ be no place in the Party of the
fevdutionq worken of Gemmy, in Comrade Thaelmann's Party,
for those w h w cowdim hinders the rmalutionary struggle of the
workers. We p r o p that the Plenum approve the resolution passed
by the Presidium of the E.C.C.I. on April 1, 1933, on the eituation
m Germany and the p o W h e pursued by the Central CommjttEt
of the C.P.of Germany, headed by Comrade Thaclmanr~( w e )
before md at the time of the fa& t o e , We p r o p that the
Plenum rake note of the Bolshevik, he& struggle waged by the
&nununkt Pwty of Germany against rhc facia &atorship.

(dm#*)
The task of the Communist Party of G e r m y i9 to k o m c in
tht &or*cst psi'blc rime the only msss party of the whole of the
Guman proletariat, and, as the decisive mk of t4e moment, to
bring about a &tad front with the W-Demoaatic workers and
win over the ChMan, N a t i o n a l W ~ s tand non-pwy worlren,

The Communkcs must convince the German proletariat by reminding it of its awn experience of Soc'url-Democracy, that the restoration of rhe Social-Democratic organizutions and of the S d - D e m o matic leadership in the trade unions will damage the interests of the
-king
clasli, and would be fataI to the victarg over f d . At
the same time, they must I d l y draw the Social-Democratic workerg
and the members of the reformist trade unions into the Communk
Party. J While waging the struggle of everyday demands of the
toilers and developing economic and p1itid strike, rhe Communist
Pa- of Germany must mlutety raise the question of powerArdy
the anti-fascist forces in town and country around the pktariai,
and in this way weate the prerequisites for the victorious prdetsrian
revolun'om, for the armed overhow of the fascist dictatonhip, an3
the establishment of th_edictatorship of the proletariat.
I n Poland the m a s stnim of the workers are accompanied by
imprtant revolutionary actions by the PoM rural popuhtion. In
the first quarter of 1933 there were 43 per cent more strikes and
three times as many working days lost through s u h than in the
first quarter of 1932. The geneml mke in Lodz was under the
leadership of the Communists. During the general strike of the
miners in Mmh, the d e of the Communist Pivty w s we&, But
out of 304 striies, the Red Trade Union Opposition led '219 (affecting 311,000 d e n ) , and Ied 47 strikes (227,000 striirs) in
conjunction with the rtfnlmise. The number of +tical
however, is much & than bst year.
A wry important factor that h a manifested itself since indcpcndent Poland was estabhhd has been thc peasant upriPing in the
Cracuw region. .It was the P a rural population that rebdhd;
more than 160,000 peasants fought for a period extending over

sewd we&
In Cztchoslovakia there were fewer strikes this year than Iast
y w , and there were no large strikes But this unevennts is apparently due to the opporhtnist rncommitted by our comrades,
In Fmce there have teen mort d k a this year than ]apt yew.
The biggest m i k e was that of the Citroen Work acting 18,000
w o r l a ~ ,which was conducted by the Unitary Confcdtration of

.
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In Strassburg, a strike of 2,000 workers developed into
r m a s st*
of 20,000 workers and was acc0mp"iad by bad&
fighting. In France, the d e of 10,000 a&ultural laborem h
h g u e d o c , which was suppopted by the small peasants, is of gmt

significance.
In Spain we have the clash of f ortea of revolution qnd counterrevolution. T h e number of strikes this year is smaller than last year
(2,800 as compared with 3,500 in 1932), but the number of strikers dedted, and the numher of days lost, is considerably hrgcr. A
new phenomenon was the strike of agrieul~allaborers that affected
=or& of villages. The miners organized three general mikes. In
Barcelona the builden were on strike for 90 days (30,000 workers
dectcd). In the same city there was a strilce of office employees,
From December, 1932, onwards, the pemnt movement p w d to
the seizure of the land, of stares and of cattle in hundreds and Lund r d s of villages. Very often the Agricultural Laborers' Unbn
led the pasants in seizing the land. This is not a bad form of the
p r o 1 e h n hegemmy over the pasantry. We even have certain
pltrliiamentary indexes. At the last elections the Communist Party
of Spain ohtained 200,000 votes,
In England, the draracterhic features of the labor movement
at the present time are: I, that the number of strikes and the number of workers affected by them are on the same level as rhat of Ism
year; 2, strikes frequently break out spmncoudy in spite of the
unions; 3, the stubborn unemploged movement; 4, growing opposition to the "naianal governmenq" +lady
on the question of
war and unemployment, although this discontent to a large extent is
intercepted by the Labor Pam; 5, the ferment in the Independent
Labor Party and 6 , certain successes achieved by the Communist
Party in applying the tactics of the united front.
In China-war, intervention and revolution. Even such a diehard oqan of impmhlism as the T h e s admits that the Red Army
is the best army and that the Soviet government is the best gownment in China. In Kubmintang China a wave of mies is rkhg in
the leadership of which the Communists are taking part. In a
n~rmherof indt~strialcenters the Communist Party of China has

I
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grown considerably, although the tssks confronting thc fwty in its
work in the industrial centem and in the trade unions are stdl enormous, The Party is successfully applying the tactics of the united
front in the anti-impttialist movement.
In Japan there is a slight increase in the number of strike$ a
Iarge increase in the number of peasant codkts, and a number of
revolutionary demonstrations, In that counq the forms of the
counter-revolution are being mobilized and the forces of revolution
are growing on the eve of big class battles. Fksm is growing,
but so a h is the Communist Party of Japan, The central organ
of the Japanese Party, its soldiers' newspaper, its factory newspaprs,
its fight against individual renegades ( y w have heard about the
treachery of Sano and Nabeyma), its work in the army and in the
navy, and its struggle against war, arc all ptrmeated with the BoIh v i k split. The heavy reserves af the Japanme revolution have
not been brought up yet, but the Japanese d e r s are becoming more
and more afraid of "danger1~1sthoughts,''
In the Balkans, revolutionary development has taken a stcp
forward. In Greece there is an increase in strikes: the general svike
of tobacco workers in Kovalo, during which the factories were
occupied by the workers. The Cornmunix Party exercised indcptndent leadership in the strike movement. I n BuIgaria, there k an
increase in strikes, a growth of the Cammunist Party and of the
revolutionary trade union oppsition, The mfluence of the Party
is penctmting the army and thc Macedonian organizations.
In Rumania, there have been big a b on the part of the railwaymen in Bucharest and at other junctions simultaneously with
those of the oil worken in the Prolrhovo diwrict. We have strikes,
demonstrations and barricade fighting affecting over 100,000
workers.
In addition there have been individual revoIutioaary outbreak:
the mutiny on the cruiser De Z m P
w , in which Dutch
and Japanese wlors mutinied together and were supported by demo~~
of sympthy o r p i z e d by Dutch soldiers and talers in
Indonesia. The Communist Party of Holland is conducting very

revolutionary work against rhe oppressive colonial policy of the
h baurgeoisie, and in this it has achieved important sucasses.
The revolution in Cuba, The economic and p M d s t r h
:&velqxd into a general &Ice and the g ~ n e d
strike developed inta
im m e d struggle of the workers, students and urban pew burAt that moment the Communbt Party of Cuba committed
m h k e . Fearing the intervention of the U.S.A. it dropped the
ogaa of "Down with Machadn" and called upan the workers to
transf arm the general strike into partial battles. But the Patty verp
KUII rectified this mistake and advanced the dagm nf a worked
and peasants' government in the form af Soviets. %viers are beginning to a r k , fraternization between the workers and aoIdiGrti L
becoming more frequent, the p s a n t s are being d r a m into the
muggle. Insurrection and strikes are going on werywbere.
There is no recession in the Iabar movement. The natinnal libd o n struggle of h e colonial and dependent peuples is growing.
But revolutionary dcvelqment i8 uneven, and above all, it doerr not
prmeed automati~ally, "by itself." T h e Communist Parth~must
w r y an Bolshevik work and a Bolshwrlr aruggle in mder to develop the revalutianary upurge.

.

3. TIMSmg& A g k t Fm& ?-gy

In our work in mobilizing the mass gainst fadm and the
danger we must now, mare tbm ever before, pay attention to
the struggle s g a M c-t
Mfi,This is one of the m a t
prntr

M c u l t struggle8 to wage, bccaus we k v e to Iibcrate the masm

profound and deep-rooted bourgeois prejudices by
means of wbich the ruling big bourgeoisit have kept the petty hourpoisic, the peasantry and even a section of the working
ia
%ding strinm and has reptedly driven them to war .for capidkt
interests. We muat fully d k &at in the struggle %ahst d a u b ism it is ntccstarg to s ~ & s g h t the WWith p d c u l a t p e d ence and courage. Evasion of this difRcu1t task, or even mere passivity and d e n c r on this qudon, in&-,
in the prdgent conditions,
the mat dangerous opportunism in the struggle against fa
and
$ram the vew

war, the rejection of one of the m a t important and urgent tasks of
the revolutionary education of the toilers.

We m u untiringly explain to the masses in a poplhr manner
that nationalism is the principa1 form of the c i m ideology of the
balryge&kI that it is the ideology of its rule and its class oppression.
As against n&
ideology we must everywhere, o ~ n l y ,and
boldly, put forward the ideology of the proletarian c k struggle, of
the dictatorship of the proletariat, and of proletarian internationalism.
I
The fascist dictatorship is always exercised in the name of the
nation, and in the "national intererst:'
It is necessary concreteiy to
e x p e the class character of this dictatorship, its character as the
naked, terrorist dictatorship of the rapacious financial oligarchy.
Persistent educational work must be carried on in the rankg of the
working class and of the toilers of town and country in @tion
to the chauvinist sIogans of fascism, in opposition to the campaigns
waged against the U.S.S.R. in alI capitalist countries (particularly
in J a p , England, Germany, etc.), in apposition to the illusions
spread by the f a s c h about imperialist conquests improving the pmition to "race-ism," which is the special imperialist ideology of German f a w b , in @tion
SO anti-Semitism (particularly in Germany
and Poland), in qxuition to white chauvinism in the U.S.A., in
o w t i o n to bellicose militarism (Japan, Girmany). And in the
ranks of the oppressed nations we must put our ideology forward in
opposition to national reformism and local fascism, which take advantage of national oppresion in order to further their own bourgeois class aims (for example in Western Ukraine).

The Communkts in oppressing countries must resolutely came
before the toiling masses of their own na.tionality and boldly admcate the independence of the colonies, the right af the deptndent
and o p p m d nations to self -determination, including the right to
secede and form a separate state; they must advacate joint struggle
of the toilem of the ruling nations and the national revolutionary
rnnvemenft of the nations and colonies that are oppressed by them.
At the same time it is ncccssary in such regions as Upper Silesia, the
Saar, %-them Bohemia and also Austria, to oppose unification with
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the October &vdution.

M#SHof W w h s

Irtrspective ef whether there is a danger of a fascist coup or of
'hperidist war, or whether in the givm country a revolutionary
&mion txists for the seizure of power by the pl.olehriat-nder
all
fascists upon the masses of the

w e r c a m ~ c r p p i s ethc oic-
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W e say: against the SochdDemocra~fora united front with
the masses of the workers. This is the most important thing at the
present h e . Does this mean that the Communist Parties, while pursuring a correct, Bolshcni lime, cannot under any circumstances p r c ~
pose a united front with the leading bodies of the Social-Democratic
Parties and the reformist trade unions? T h i ~question was raised at
the Iast meeting of the Presidium. Our reply is: there is no such principle in Bolshevik tactics. In the spring of this year the Presidium of
the E.C.C.I. addressed the well-known 0- Ldter to aU the Sw

rid-Democratic Parties. Were nor hex mctics absoluttly correct?
U n d o u h d y they were, This shows that exceptional cases arise when
Bolshevik: tactics not only permit, but also presuppose addrcsaing the
social-fascists who have considerable influence among the rn-S.
The determining factor is that the tactics of the united front must
always be pursued in a Bolshevik manner. Opportunist mistakes,
however, a? not excluded even in the application of the united front
from below.

Righ &g

w&fdes

of a very crude character were committed

by Communists in many countries recently in applying the tactics of
the united front. Here is an example from France. An anti-fmk
meeting held in the town of Tmyes on April 15 unanimously
p e d a resolution condemning propaganda which-I am quoting
word for word-"is being caticd on in the country in various f turns
against democratic institutions, against mil and labm Iegiolation,
and against d that hatich i the attribute of a free republic created
and c~nsdidatedat the price of the revolutions of 1 7 89, 1848, 18 7 1,
against institutions which every citizen should protect and perfect and
not destr8y."
At tbis meeting a number of our corddes spdrc in the fine cornp y of representatives af the Radical Socialift Party, and of other
parties, and yet a resolution was unanimously adopted to the effect
that it was n e m m y to protect the existing bourgeois institutions of
France, apparently to thc assumption that since there have been three
revolutions in France already a f mvth must be prevented.
A number of other examplm of the opportunist application of
the united front tactics m l d be quoted from France. However,
04

h e r i a Durmg the recent
w
y wodserg p-d
a
of the Ddly Ww&m (the central organ &f the Communk
) on the 4 1 , but the rnemIre~of the Party tore the
because they feared that the strile would be d l R d a ' ' c G ~ "
strike in Cleveland,

uns of Right opportunism be regarded as
can the qpmurist
mmttnist Party of
Party of Norway-which

strikingly in that they bid
of thE united front

t

to the

the

face of

rrgar&d

advantage af Social-Democracy.

Flenum know of similar mistakes and
here. We must concentrate aur fire
q p r t u n i m in the ranks of our Parties,

5. Cmy Out t b

TaH of ReB o h W Ad-

Mas1 W&k iR rc

opportunist passivity in its
achieve succm in winthg
in the trade unions, in the rural $isbe said that in the majority of c a m
in all caP;tal'kt catmtries; we have

ods of Bol&cv& mass work.
e thorough reorganization of the maas work of the CornParties is neckssary. We must lern from the Russian h l both legal and ilIc&. I1Icgal
egwred greater significance then ever in the past few years.
U B ~learn ta W m s w7nMp~
and battles better, a d to
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utilize every mass movement in order to consolidate the Communis
Party and the other revolutionary organizations, We must I w n tl
combine in a Bolshevik manner the economic struggle with the political struggle; we must learn to raise the mass struggle from less
developed forms to mass political strikes, to develop such strikes rigfit
up to the gmwd &he.
We can and will learn all t h b t h a t is why we are revolutiot..aries and Communists. I will not here deal in detail with all the
tasks that are enumerated in our draft theses; no doubt other cowrades, particularly members of the delegation of the C.P.S.U., Comrades ManuilsHg, Piatllitsky and Knorin, wiU speak on these questions. I a& you to regard their speeches as prts of our colleaivc
report. The only other point X want to mention is the necessity
for intensifying our activities in two important branches of revolutionary mass work.
We have nor yet learned to carry on Bolshevik work among
Foletkam w m m . The first task c~fall the sections of the Corrlintern in this sphere is to get rid once and for all of the andcrestimation of this work, to get rid of the idea that this work i not prt
of general Party work. It is the duty of cvery Communist Party
to convene women's delegate meeting in various forms, open or
disguised, in acarhnce with the political situation, and ta use these
meetings as a means of training a body of active non-Party working woman to serve as contacts with the masses, to train the active
women Party members to serve as substitutes for men for Party
work in war time, and to recruit as many women as possible for the
Party in order to diminish the divergena in the numbers of women
employed in industry and the number of women members of the
Communist Party.
In the Struggle against the faxist terrbr, the moblization of the
women should proceed around a11 concrete manifestations of this
terror such as arrests, trials, attacks on workers, etc. In order to
draw the r n e s of the working women and women toilers generally
into the anti-fascist movement, use must be made of conferences,
congresses, demonstrations, hunger marches, etc., and this movement
must he consolidated by drawing women into m a s Red Defense

ons, into and-fascist fighting unh, kmbuhnce Corps, Red
organidns, erc. It is neet.9sarp aha to tmh women ta .the
arms and to give them gene4 mfiiiry training, T o carry
anti-hpcridist work arnanv the t~1hgwwnen is one of
tc and urgent tasks. Sijltarieously with mdwar propaganda, we must work t o organize m c t s with the maws of the
soldiers through the medium of their mothers, wives and sisters, who
'&auld be organized under our leadership. Dur d ~ should
k be concentrated on the women employed in munition fact& and in thc
,&mica1 industry as well as among the wives of duckers and porters
b the moat itnpwtanr transpt centers, etc.
One of tlte weak stctors of our Party mas activity is wotk
jmong the youth. Tn the process of beconring faxized the bourgeoisie
'4s changing its methods af work among the youth. Tt irs fanning
chauvinist feeling, md is intrduci~ga tqdpory system 03 fasatizing the %ng generation. It has sumceded in
in establishing a wide network of young
nizations of various kinds, embracing large rnases of
!the youth. W e must steer a determined course to work inside thee
m a bawgeoia and reformist young peoples' organizations, and
particularly in forced l a b r amps, where young wwkcfs' united
front organizations, anti- f asu'st and anti-war orgmizationq and
*Young Camrnwist groups, f mctions and nuclei should be formcd.
Without this we shall be unable to ttansform the Ywng Cornmuorganization, numcridy mwh hcger
e able to o p w the chauvinist p q g a n d a of the

the mass propapda nf Cammunisn, which must
be carried on in such a way as to be inwdi'grille to the young w&rs
md explain the aims and tasks of the Communist Parry. Nor a
d@c B@KC s h d d occur without the s*I
demands of she young

workers being put forward and defended.
Tn askt and guide the Young Commuaisr OrgaJzatiolls all
Party organizations without acept$n should appoint sped cadres
& politically &d
comrades, and the nwnher of Party members in
- the Young Commur:ist League should he increased. In every fac6'7

i

tory where there is a Party nucleus, a Young Communist League
nudeup should be formed; and not only should such nuclei bt
formed, but constant everyday assismnee and guidance must be given
them by the Party.

The proletarian smggk for rhe way out of the general crisis of
capitalimn is the struggle far a Soviet government.
The fundamental contradictiom of capitalism paralyze the gigantic productive forces, cause their waste and dedine and doom
mres and hundreds and millions of people to starvation, unemplogment and misery. These contradictions are not diminishing; on the
convary they art becoming more acute, they are pushing the imperialists into war, thy are giving rise to the fastization of the dictatorship of finance capital, and are dooming a growing section of
humanity to the position of starving sIaves.
What i s the way out of the crisis? This is now a question of life
md death for muions of toilers throughout the whde capitalist
world. We Communists know the way out, and we must show
it to the maws; we must be able to convince them that they are
dmmed to the ever growing burden of the yoke of capital unless
they gather enough forces to be able to retaliate to the blows of
capitalism by storming the fortress of the financial oligarchy.
LL
There is no other way out of the general crisis of capitalism,"
we emphasize in our theses, "than the way that was shown hy the
Octob& R m o l u t h , &Lthe
, overthrow of the exploiting classes hy
the prolerariat, the confiscation of the b a n k the factoriq mines,
transport, houses, $be stacks of goods of the capitalists, the land of the
landlords, of the church and of the dynasty."
W e must explain that only by the emancipation of the direct
producers, i e . , the workers, from exploitation, qnIy by raising the
w~rk;ngclass to the position of collective owner will mial reproduction be relieved of the enormous unproductive expenditure of
capitalism, will the development of industry be released from the
limits tnjmsed upon it by capitalist profits, will an unlimited home

i
I

I

,~;lgprhtbe opened bath for producers' goods and consumers' gmds
=&nd in this way relieve social reproduction once and fdr aU f rn the
I

.inevitable cr&s of capitalism. Everywhere, we must be able ta un f ald before the toilem who arc
chtshed by the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie a program cornmeamrate with the special conditions p d n g in each mur~q,that will
.eor~vin&gly show the immediae benefig of the Sovkt system.
, W
e must be able to dmw a lively contrast between &e slavish con&'
tions of lift and labor of the workers in the capidis count& and
,'the conditions of the toilers under a SwiGt system after the aver&ow of the rule of the c a p i d h The Smiet system will corn+
ly ab&h unemployment and progressively r a k tho standard of living of the workers. But not only that, it wiU rcure a constantly
expanding education and promotion of represenatives of the masgcs
of the rank and file of the proletariat, men and women, for the role
of organizers and leaders of the imporbut branches of smWt coam e t i a n , and d
l enable them to master advanced technique and
science., The Soviet system offers a gigantic cultud development
for the whole of the toiling population, and particularly for the
young toilers. The number of persons abie to r e d and write in
wrist Russia represented 33 per cent of the population; mw, in
the U.S,S.R., they represent over W per cent. In Germany, for
o ry thousand fathers belonging to the &racy
there art 222
who are students in universities and high sch*
and #or every
thousand wuidring class fathers &ere ip only QI~Fstudent. &I the
U.S.S.R., however, 70 per cent of the students of the uniwrsih
and high &mls are workers, and wm and daughtem of workers.
T h e S h t system emancipates the d toilers from aU the
remnants of feudalism and from aU bondage. It sectlies land for
h e landles ppasants md thw having littlt land; it renders as&tmce
to the d poor and state aid to peasant v m t i v c mitties and
d e c t i v c farms Whereas in afl apidkt count+ the propertg
md livest& of the p r and middle
% King sdd by autdon, while in the m q i d e of PoIand and Rumania thc p m l t s
are unable to buy m n matches and h r w e and in India bfourths of the ppolathn are coamntly underfed, or are pdivety.

-
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starving, the village c-operative societies in the U.S.S.R. r e p that
the collectivii farmers are demanding a wider assortment of goods
in the village c q r a t i v e stores, higher priced and better qualit~r
goods-k.tter clothes, furniture, musical instruments. In rhc countryside in capitaIist countries there is a growth of impoverishment and
ruin. In the counvyside of the Soviet Union there is a growth
of prosperity.

T w o systsms-two worlds!
We must everywhere redouble our efforts to popularize the k g
exnmfk of & Gred L&
of ths Sotiets,
At the tim of the Sixteenth Anniversary of the October Revolution socialist construction in the U.S.S.R. was aMe to record n e w victories which marked gigantic progress in the building of classless socialist sociery. A number of new ndustrial giants of world significance entered the ranks of socialist cmstruction such as the Ura1
Heavy Engineering Works, the Chtlya binsk Tractor Works, the
AZOYSteel Works, etc. The tom1 volume of industrid output in
1932. Cost of production
1933 was 1 1 per cent higher th
in heavy industry was reduced 7- per cent. T h e output of automoMes increased 43 per cent; th; automobile industry fulfilled its
plan 102.2 per cent and in ten months of 1933 gave the land of
Soviets over 40,000 automobdes. Tndustry and agriculture received
62,000 new Soviet tractors from the tractor industry. One after
another, new Soviet blast furnaces are being put into upemtion.
T h e cmstruction of the White Sea and Baltic Canal by excriminals, wreckers and counter-revolutionariEs under the guidance
of the 0.G P U . is a brilliant alustration of the manner in which
the dictaorship of the proletariat re-moulds the human material
which capitalism has spoiled.
The coJlective farm system has won a last and irrevocable victory m the Soviet countryside by relying on the guidance and organizational rote of the Pdtical Departments of the machine and
tractor stations and Soviet farms, on the growth of a huge body of
active collective farmers unprecedented in h m n history, on the advantages of socialized and mechanized farming, which already has
in use a huge army of no less than I50,000 tractnrs.

v

Under the leadefthip of the Leninist Party and by means of
cmpetkbn and shod brigade work, em of d b n of
~
rs art building socialism, which is becoming their m d e of Efe,
which io advancing prolemian democracy, and which is becoming
p ~ r of
t the flesh and blood of millions as a new form of human

;
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great gains of the October Revolurion and of s&hm in
the U.S.S.R. were achieved only thanks to the firm guidance of
the Leninist Party, which never retreated from the. general line of
Bolshevism, which always fought ruthlady on two fronts against
dl f o m of opportunism, petty bourgeois wavering and lack of faith.
Under the indmitable leadership of Lenia and his great d i i e ,
Stslin, the Leninist Party was always able to put up Bolshevik msktance to a l i those who attempted to undermine the proletarian enthusiasm and discipline of the revolutionary -guard.
The SI0gan-a Soviet government-is the principal slogan of
our rnagitation in all capitah countries. It is the slogan of rtvcr
luhnary action in thaw places where the @on
of the s
e
w
i of
power is already on the order of the day. Every Cwnmunkt Party
must be able to translate this slogan into the language of the c b
mggle m their country in accordance with the objective conditions
and the levtl of the revolutionary movement in it; and it must put
it forward as the slogan of the revolutionary way out of the cr&
There is no other r d to p w e r for the t&rs except the mad
of proktarian revolution. We must exdain that all the "roads to
power" recommended by the 9ochI-fascists have for thcir gad the
prespmtinn of the shaken rule of the baurgeoisie. We must smash
and not perfect the bourgeois state, which with its miihy-bufea~tcnrtic apparatus, even in the most democratic replbliq cannot be
anything else than a machine for the dass oppr&on and suppression
of the toilers. The s l o p "Through Democracy to''-S
is
ttre s l o p of police "smialkn" and of police ccdemwray." There
is' no road back frdm fgscism to "democracy." There is wrIg one
road, and that is the road af struggle for the wwthrow of the
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie in all its forms. Hence, every sectiwr
af the Communist International must, in its m a s work, resolutely

I

raise the qyestion of power. T n gloss over this question in the present
situation is opportunism more dangerous than the Leftist inability ta
link up the question of power with the everyday p a d demands of
the toiliig rna&ses.
By comparing the r ~ q dof October wi;h the shameful road taken

hy German Social-Demcxracy right up to the assumption of power
by Hitler, we can, and must, convincingly and irrefutably prove to
the masses that thc Social-Democratic rrecips for capturing power by
means of bourgeois democracy are nothing rndre nor less than a
means for paving the way for the fascistdictatorship of capital.
T h e Social-Democratic leaders are trying to imbue the working
class with the spirit of slavish cringing before the piice omnipotence
af the bourgeois state, Take for example the Brus$els La Pmpk
In its issue of October 16, 1933, it: wrote "prrtise is given for the use
of violence against the bourgeoisie which is it1 power and which has
at its command such farces as the army, the police, the gendarmerie,
the cot~m,etc. They want to fight guns and machine guns with
sticks. This is madness, madnca" And the &me song is sung by
Paul Faure in Le Poiidme of December 17, 1933, when he wrote:
"two hundred machine guns in the hands of the government
and revolution is impossible." This is the sort of argument they are
constantly using at the p r m t time. The sodal-f asch orades boast
of their "sober appreciation of d e r n military technique"; but as
a matter of fact they are merely fulfilling the function of "guardians of order" in the pay of capital. We must everywhere systematically and consistently refute this police superstition which is spread
by the social-fascists by pointing to the concrete experience of open
revolutionav struggle. We must explain to the massa the lessons
of the strugglcrr that have been waged against mesurcs of military

. ..

pdiee suppression.
This experience has shown that the cppartunities for troops and
police to use numy t p s of arms in towns where insurgents can hide
in houses and utilize the tactical advantages of this or that block of
houses are v q reshimd. In these conditions the insurgenw are able
tn utilize various types of ~ * v and
e active weapons against the
military-technical resources of the government, It is sufficient to

ur d ~ stfeet
c
gghfing id * b p i ,wherc
~ ~s
e
w
e as
k ls'ous u&mch to the
Haad m hand tighthg in taw* the
mad for e v q singie wZ for
~ m o r a l f i ~ m t partof
h e the mops,d &ousrethreat- ta demaralh t h m b The bourgeois r n i b r y txare quite aware of thk difficulty L stre~tiighth~g,and &eremake dlowanw far .this in their tactim by av%g
street fi@b
if they find it hnpodb,ra suppas a r r b e W right at itS iacepIf the fight ,bw&n~esdrawn aut thy p f w ,tafidtm &&
q&fro& the towil and aWk it $.om outside. Such,is the "Z''
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from other- &idom)
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the world( proletarian revolution, the example of proletarian internationalh, which is inseparable from the struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat and for the Soviet system. The road of
BoMevism is the road of combining the proletarian farces of all
nationalities. It is rhe road to the world October Revolution under
the banner of Lenin, under the banner of the Communist International. (dppiwuse.)

of thr c h a r m d z a h of
its p ' a p r s given in the
aht mimenth Plenum
n in the draft &cs&
I n t e m a h d to aare revdutionary Maradst-hiaisfp and we dmyc a r t out

form, which was turbulent in some plaw and restrsSRd
the E.C.C.T.). Now, however, we

(Twelfth Plenum ef
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declare that "the development of the general crisis of capitalism ,
has already led to far-reaching undermining of the capitah system
throughout the world."
The assertian that capitalism hs succeeded in consolidating its
&on,
that it is on the road to overcoming its generat cTiOiw, cannot
otherwise be described than as a hcizrl-Democratic lie. O n the
contrary, "tk bdwwh of ~ t r p t w mwe already m b i b z g m a
remit of its p o f wrnd ;rPsahbb co7~tradicl;mmr." The whole system
of international economic ties is breaking down, and so iS the goId
currency headed by the pound sterling and the daIlar. The authority Of capidkt law has been undermined ia many countries. The
principal s h l prop of the world bourgeoisie, &,the Second International, is in a state of decompwitbn.
But at the m e rime, as was pointed out in dl the speeches, a
pa*+ change h a taken place in the nature of the world economic
c m . Its unevennm has intensified greatly in the cwrse of its deve10pment; an increase in production has taken place in a number of
very i m p m t industries. We are now sating these facts, which
testify h t the ruling big bourgeoisie has achieved certain results by
putting the burden of the hardships of the crisis on the shwIders of
other claws and countries, by expanding its war industry and inflation measurcs, ttc.
The methods by which the financial oligarchy, in the conditions of
an economic crisis, makes up for last pro6ts are mainly methods af
unprecedented robbery and rapacity. The financial oligarchy is
approp'ating to itsel an increasing share of wages, of the carrespmding value of Iabor pwer, an increasing share of the corresponding dues and pP"ces
of the peasants' products, and even of the profits
of the middle capitalisrs. It is recklessly robbing the Treasury; it is
more and more intensifying the inhuman plunder of the colonial
peoples and is employing a many-sided and artful system af robbing
other capitalist coun&
EThe extraordinary booty obtaiaed in this
ay is a special category of profit ; it is not the ordinary surplus value
obtained as a result of ''normal" a
p
i
m exploitation. It ip a special
form of brigand's booty obtained by the big jackals in the period of
crisis.( The only un f ortunare thing for them is that this cannot go

r
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As Mam pinted out long ago, robbery is not a
production. Mmerwer, it is a very risky businm, because
the victims of the rob&;
it rouswr a n g r and hatred among
masses and pushes them into the revdurtonargf class strugcauses revolutionary fermttnt in he colonies. It leads tu a
ecmmic war between the c;tpitaht countries. It gives
new imperialist wotld war.
, the economic crisis becomes interwoven with the general
c a p i b and the intensification of the general &S of
rises so a new stage. What is this new *get
It ik a new
of revolutions and wers. The transition of the general crisis
m w stage is a pfmess, the beginning of which was noted at tht
um of the E-C.C.I.. Now we declare that the tyorM

: indefinitely.

The kial-Democratic P
&
are doing everything they ml'by
to blur thb revalutionary pemptive in the eyes of the working
By that they we carrying out the orders of rhe bourgeois
ter-revdution. The mwt gloomy the pro&p@of the toding
s bellbme the easier is it to frighten the
and ESI&I
them
$muthe revolutionary s t r u g g l ~ t hare the calculations of the
,burgcoisjc and of itp agents. That 5 wby tbr d-f&
one&Idy
depict the growth of fmcBS the unh*mde~Q
ri&o&us
progress and conwlidation of reaction. They c m d from the
jplms the wber side of the picture; they conad firstly, that tbe
pow& of fascism m d its assumphion of p w e i~m p h , as we say in
lour t h e m : '%he g r ~ of
h the rewlutionwy crisis and of mgsr
af the broad maws against the rule of capitais'j that "the c a p t a l h
are no longer able to maintain their dictatorship by the dd methods
of prliamentarism and of bourgeois democracy pntxrtUy." SceondQ,the wcial-fash conceal the f art that in the present siturtion,
hvolutionarg development is fiat anly retrded, but is at the game
h e acceleated by the f d furg of the bourgrdsie. And yet,
Ehis is of decisive signifiearmce. The big baurg&
seeks SaIvation in
$cism in order to saw c a p d i m fom collape; but this it cannot
gucceed in dsing. O n the contmty, it only serves to entangle the

r

bourgeoisie
more than ever in the acute contradictions that call forth
"
the revolutionarp. crisis.
T h i seizure of power hy the f a x & in Germany waq a severe
blow to the Gwmm prolecariar. Bur it was the d - f a s c i s t s and
not the Communists who wailed : "Catastrophe
Catastraphe!"
The political function of the social-~emocmts-insuch a situaiion is
t o spread p i c , That is why Tratsky wrote that a "cawtmpht"
occurred and that "in Germany there was maturing, not a proletarian
revoIution, but a profound fascist counter-revolution ." Trotsky's
sang is an echo awakened by the greeting of the fascist storm troop
-"Bd!" But the overwhelming majority of the toilers of Germany are thinking of something entirely different. Never before
have they been imbued with such profound c h hatred as they are a t
the present time. When Trotsky asserts that the b d y of German
proletariat has been a a c t c d by disease, he is simply playing a clumsy
trick. I t is the "bdy" of German C I I @ & ~
thnt is sick, mortally
sick, and particularly is the body of German Social-Democracy. The
majority of the German proletariat, however, is on the right mad
from the camp of the agents of the bourgeoisie to our revolutionary
ft.ont. The "body" of the bourgeois class state is "sick," i9 internally
decaying. ~ascisrgangster* is bourgeois c h terror carried to the
utmost extremc; but it is wt a symptom of the internal cnnsnlidwtion
nnd reinforcement of the c h rule of the bwrgeoisie. It would
be a mistake to depict the development of the situation in the decisive clm battles as if the working class on the one side and the
bourgeoisie on the other are rallying a l l their class forces, and when
they have done that, the decisive battle will commence. No, the
bourgeoisie will hc unable to overcome its own state af internal
disintegration.
~ a k t s meven introduces new elements of Airru+tion into the
system of bourgeois dictatorship. Among these elements of disrup
tion must a h be included the friction between the fascists and the
social-fascists. It is a mistake tn believe that, taken as a whole, this
friction is mere window-dressing. No, there are real grounds for
this friction, which reflect the contradictions in the position of the
bourgeoisie itself. At the same t h e it would be a mistake to imagine

-

&at any question of principle is involved in th& f ricth, as the f+
and social-f d t s try to make us btlieve. No, both f axkn and
cial-fascism stand, not only far the p r e s e t i o n of the dhtorship
of thc hurgeokie, but a h for the f wization of this dictatorship.
'The sachl-fmists merely advocate parliamentary and 'flepI"
-forms and mcthds of this fasihtbn. In this respect they are
conservative compared with the wild standard-bearers of f a d t u p
hraval and b a n d i h , This is nw the only, but the most important
disagreement between them; and on this question even s consider~ S l estratum of the ruling bourgeoisie &If vacillated for a long
' time. There arc contr;tdictioz1s also in the w t i o ~ taken up by the
bourgeoisie in many countrlcs m problems of f o w i p palitla. Thm,
too, are reflected in the controvmies between the fascists and the
social-fascists, and even prtly between various wp of SocialDemmracy, for example German, Austrian, Hungarian and Italian

*
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social-Democracy,
The r c e r o ~ & n
of & b r o d WSIS
of the & b r s is proceeding a t the present time in a multiplicity of forms even in those
places where mass battles, big strikes, etc., ilre not t a b g place a t
present. The constant or even growth of the revolutionary mass
movements in a11 countries is i m p o d e in general; and it is imyussjbh in' particular, in a period such as the present. It is precisely
the high tension of the decisive class forces that exflains the growing
unevenness and spmodic character of the development of the
revolutionary upsurge.
abgctbBut mmm d s + m &
&do*&
is
difww from r e c ~ c h t ~Even
.
a calm before the storm does not

-

,

mean recesian. The spmodic character of the mass movement
In the midst of a highly tense situation is particularly marked in
Spin. Who, several weeks aga, wwld have expected so powerful
an onrush of the revdutimwy rnavcment i s we set there now, so
soon after the election victory of the counter-wvulutian?
Yes, a d w +
st& w a ~ h i n g . There is no doubt
whatever about that. The o b j e c t k pre-"guisites of a revoiutionary crisis a t a number of important key points have not for many
years been so ripe and aver-rip as they are at the present h e .
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But our arpprakd of the present internatianal situation does not
by any means imply the expectation of the automatic collrrpde of
capitalism. Thase who think it mearts this simply show that they
understand nothing rt all a b u t Bolshevik strategy and tactics.
Comrade h i t r o v was quite right when he said at the Leipzig trial
a few dap ago that there was no revolutionary situation in Germany at the time of the fd
coup, and that the majority of the
German workers were stiIl under the influence of the counterfedutionsrg SddDemocratic Party, and that it was for that
reason, d #k
r w o m Irkms, that the Communist Party of Germany did not: c d upn the masses to revolt. The Bolshevik Party
base its t a c h on B cod appraid of the objective factors and circtlmsmm But C d e Dimitrov, by his conduct, showed that
& dZ -#E?
e y Communist must in practice play the
d&ve d e of the subjecuve factor.
If WC, M Manrists, repudiate subjea'vism, it is not becallse we
regard d v e s as the slaves of objective development. No, we
regard d v e s as the active rcvolutioa~r~
instruments of history
for accelerating the victory of the proletariat.
The principal danger that confronts rht Communists at the
present time, is, undoubtedly, the danger of l&g the revdutienary
perspectives. O n the other hand, the correct a p p r a i l of the rev*
lutimq perspeetipe is mtrcly a + w c q d 8 for the cwrect fulfilment of the tasks of the Communist Party. HHS, the act& rdc
of th Commwrkt P e o d y be&$. As we h o w , in the old labor
movement, the Left Social-Democrats, unlike the Bolsheviks, relied
on the spontaneity of the mass movement; they waited ~ * v e l for
y
-evolutionary outbreak Such a tendenq reprwnts a serious
danger at the pmmt time. Of course, it is crude opportunism.
Where the masses have not yet awakened, the Communist Party
must be able to arouse them, to stir them up, to mobilize them for
rhe struggle. Where the masses in the process of radicaIiaation are
already in motion, where they are seeking leadership, the Communist vanguard must be in a +tion to fulfil its role as the revolutionary leader of mass struggle.
The objm've premises for successful revolutionary work are
80

reslpeas more favorable at the prwnt h c dun they were
In some cwntrics the situation is that fairly large mssses

g radi&d,

and are seeking reyolu@
leade*,
found our P q . This shwld serve rn as
for the most sevem d f - c r i t k h . Hence, in appraising the
m
t international h & n as being -dy
tense, we do not
say that les exertion of effort wiiI be q u i r e d in the sphere of
mas wwk in the near future. On the contra% this & d o n c a b
fbr grcolter exem'on of effmthaa ever.
What d m the situation demand of us? It demands first of dl,
- .#k
~ m s d i k i mof o w C
d t P A and the suceessfd de-dopment of B & W m w s wuvk
Ia the Bituation that has now &n m d that wilt confront: US
'.in the future, our P d e s must be like iron cohom Almost every
~WLtrnunisrFarty is either confronted with the immediate danger
-af being driven underground or has shady been driven underEven in t h m countries where we still have 1 4
misr must already &c prt in 6 b g d
himself as a candidate for sutfi work. Never has
work m the factwks, in the comphry kbw
the army, in the navy, in fascist maw organkhn4 etc.,
been of such exceptional impmnce as it is at &c present h e . W e
must 6 OW cadres to be able to properly dhibute iflegal work
among themselves, to imprope their me&&
of secrecy and
w n g t h e n their wntacts with the m e , to strengthen iron Bolahevik discipline and intensify the struggle against provocateurs$ for
questions which in the p m t shution a l l for constant
and most careful atrentivn.
b the pactid work of our d o n s , Communiss who are
eonducthg underground revoluttoasrry work have given us numwoue tmm#es of heroism. But our sections ham not yet learned
sddently how to establish conwcts whh the brad
in the
procas of their ille$ work. They are not yet sufiiehtly able to
m b h e itled work with Iegal work, and legal work with figd
W k . Often they ptrmit the elas enemy to isolate them from
the b r d maws.
yet

.
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As many of the speakers have pointed out here, the Twelfth
Plenum adopted imprtmt resolutions, on the necessity of turning
towards mass work. But in the majority of cases these remluciont
have remained mere p p r rdutions. But we must not lose time
now, comrades! &rat bad- for power are imminent in the neaJ
future. And in spite of this fact, the situation in a number oi
c w a h is tbat the masw of the workers who are abandoning tb
Socia-Democrats cannot find the road that leads to us. This is ar
k i n g symptom. It makes it incumbent upon us to adapt specia
measures to improve our work.
All the rcpresenatmts of the Parties were able, on the basis ol
facts, to tell us of certain successes achieved by their respctivt
P a d s . Most of t h a successes are inconsiderable in themselves.
They are i m p o m t only as -ng
points for further work. We
have a number of Communist Parties with fighting ability, but their
present hflucnce on the broad m=s is much smaller than it could
and should be. The work i not sufiiciently effective to directly
embrace the rn-s.
W e are fond of repeating the words of Comrada Sdh, that "there arc no dificultits that the Bolsheviks canna
overcome"; but comrades, in the sphere of mass work, there art
difiEculties which we have not yet overcome!
At: the Fourth Congrw of the Cmmunist International, Comrade Lenin emphasizedthat the Communists in a11 mpitalist caunaies should h i l a t e a piece of the Bolshevik experience of the
R u s h comrades. He said lm the Itaian comrades: "Perhaps the
fa&s wilI teach you how to carry on B o M d wort" Even before that, in hi9 works, he pointed out that tbe dass enemy teaches
the working
to employ proptr methods of struggle. But he
did not mean that we were to rcst sued with what the &aenemy
teaches us, because, verp often, we learn these lessoas too late. In
order not to be late, we must learn from the living example of
the R
&
Bolshevih; we must b learn from the experience of
the d u +
movement in other countries and in our own
counw, and we must learn from the maws. Apparently, it is
paddarly d8icult for the majority of our comrades to determine,
in each separate case, the prticular link that will enable us to estab-

contacts with the masws aad to put them in motion. W e can
W&this link only if we pay very dim heed to the YO& of the
as Comrade Stalk o m p k i d .
i Whaat are tha practical measures that we must adept? X sug$pit tbat e v v g Communist Pa- in tbe
cownuies should
immdktdy @whd
t
k wmh *f ak! #h# wgsry d -w
P-.
m A d a be d m ~ i t ah &W to improving otn:
.df
m work, d also wirh a dew to c
~ the Party~ aad
g
pp&g it for &gal work. Immediately afmr this Plenum, in
&namion with the d b s i o n of the deejsiofls of this Plenum, we
must ?&he
the Party o r p k t i m s for thc p m p e of overhaulhg their work* and the r d o n s must repoff the &to
of tbls ink
!wdgatimto the E.CC.1. before the Seventh C p n p s . In dh g this investigation dl thc tasks of m a s work indicated in the
of the %&th Plenum md of the present Renuat should
taken into considcf~rl'on.
For the mstjolcrq of the s d u d s rhb will *em dw c m @ b r e
-A
I wapt first of aU to m e n t h certain
*'twg&wh of
of the; arga&&d
sida of thL iavdgation, Firstly, it
:&mdd be rm invesrigation of the work of mrsry P&y f m c h m y
$ ~ r n to k&m
In the maj~riryof cases aut. fun&&
; n ~ m ~ ~ k and
e d ,at Atst they will m d e r haw they are going to
&ad tbE
to am& plkicaI and organktthd Iieadccship of
work af a11 the Party orgmktiaas, and of dl the Parry memb m , amnng tlte b r a d rnBut h c mwit be f wnd f w' this at
jiahb. a p s e , of deher work. The work must be so re~gani9edas
, > enable
~
the comrades EO spnd maet of their time on this VUV

~~
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Pa*

w&

Sacrmdly, ia investigating the work of the d w P m or*
d the m b m and to draw them
w,
it h irn-t
rn
&to thc work among the b&
m m In all Pa*
legal as wcll
& illegalI the maj*
of t h ~Party m&rs
art p d w at the
,present t h e . k m e Part& the function&eti ate rJmcrtff tke d y
;sbpes who arc engaged in regular P q work. I was askonighcd to
-hearthat even th Communist Party of M y , which, for a certain
h e , semed as m simple to other illegal P&s as far as mas
I

.

work was concerned, now has an extraordinmy number of passive
members. In a11 capitalist cauntries the majority of our factory
nuclei and Communist fractions are lifeless. IVhy is this so? Because, m r a d e s , in practice, our attitude towards the tasks of mass
work is a f m d one; we set to work to build factory nuclei and
rraetions in a mechanical and schematic mnner. We have not concentrated attention u p systematically guiding their work among
the masw by giving them concrete advice and instructions. We
have not supervised the fulfilment of decisions. W e have not displayed rhe necessary persistence in carrying out these task, and have
not paid serious attention to the training of leading cadres for this
work, That is why we have failed to achieve succe&s in this
work. This explains the Puctuation in membership; >t explains why
many members d;l not carry on any systematic work among the
broad mssses. But we know that the leading role of the Communist Pa& fB+JU
in the active prticiption of mwy member
of the Party in a m y d g revolutionary work. According to the firm
instructions of Comrade Lenin, thk should be the most important
rule in a genuine Cwununist Party. Ln my opinion the work of
the lower Party organation, nuclei and fractions, should be so reorganized as to enabIe every member to spent at East four-fifths of
the time he m she devotes to Party work on everyday work among
the non-Commm'st workers.

Thirdly, we must take into account the importance of our Party
organizations and their members organizing the & nm-Party
workers. Everywhere we have sEt up various Ends of united front
committees, etc. In the course of the discussion several comrades,
for example, Comrade Frachm, referred to the work of these <omm i t t e e ~ Ln many countries the experience has been that we successfu~lyset up these wgani=tions, but owing to lack of guidance
hnd control, they die out after a few months. The German Party
achieved excellent resdrs during the election campaign in organizing special groups of helpers. In my opinion the task of organizationdy consolidating the politial hduence of our Parties demands
that they should, to a larger extent than hitherto, stimulate their

h ro organize everywhere similar group of ~tEw--Party
united froat brigade&

&emJ

docs not mera t b t we are not to mtinue our
Tbi of
mmking wart for rhe Patcy with the utmm energy. As Can:ride Piamitsky d l in &spce&,
it was a m W on the partof
-the Gcrmm d e s to ref- to accept $&id-Demmmtk workers Wrhb d&d to join our Pmy, and to force them to join
group. Wherever the nmws are, in the .fa&,
in n
ih
te trade
during every mas mnpdgn, a d in every shk, we mua
recruit
Social-Democratic, and other workers for cau
d e u n i q for our mass wpnbtions and foi the Communh
-f
in the refomkt A But this d e s not contradict the
of p p & &
Sd-l3mmcmtic and nm-Party workgrmp for active work among the more w less b d
m m for
and m J h h , under the guidmce of Cm'mwists. Every Communist, if be reallg wan& to, can organize
.w& "&mk brigades" in his factoq,-h,his trade union, or my-

IYIMI-w,

As Comrade Piatnitsky ex-d
it, in times of ststrikes and other
mass battles the Communists rush in like "a fire brigade" at the
lieginning of the m g g l c J and at the end they d h p p r . The orgp&&naI
corrdidirion of our influ&ce, which t rhe mat im-

+

in mry
W e * is e o m f i d y ignored b e
dmt ago, *e womwtndad 'a form of oqaniatlon such as the clecof factory deleptea, unemployed deiegatm, womtn's del~gattcs,
,dttea
of acdog, etc. This is an excellent form of wg3mieiag
d v e non-Party workem But where it ii d3flieult to m g e suGh
cktioaq k comrades &auld simply $nd a number of active nonPany and other w a r b and organize them into a group under
their guidance for mass
This m be done at every mam
at every demomtmtjon, and in every
But, when
- &ng,
these group are formedf the Cammunbtswho farm fhem must con''
work with them, d i m u ~the work that has to he done, see
thst l is cenicd a,md go to the nudeus committee for aiivies s.
to haw to deveIop h e wwk properly.
Of course, all this work prcsuppw#s correct d firm Bolshevik
: m t

~~.
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guidance on the part of the Party orgm~. Withwt proper ldcr-4
ship lasting w c c a cannot be achieved and the danger of oppfiunism which very easily arises in all mass work becomes more serious,
But if anybody argues that we should not take the risk of allowing(
aur Partx membem to come into constant and direct touch with nond
Party and Social-Democratic workers, who desire to work and fight
side by side with US, because it creates the danger of these memben
becoming infected with oprtunism as a resuIt of thk per&
contact, 1 will say that this danger exist9 in d real mass work. There
can IIC no succes without taking risks. We must guide the work in
order t t counteract this danger.
In selecting sympathetic non-Party and Social-Democratic workers for these united front groups, only m e condition is abdutely necewry, k.,care must be taken to prevent traitors and provocateurs
from coming into them. We must unhesitatingly recruit honest
workers for these groups. But we must not forget the advice Cmrade Lenin gave to the Bolshevih in 1905 :
'Then fight more boldly far new methods of mining, cornradm! Organize more boldly ever new fighting units, m d
&em into battIe, mmit more young workers, extend the limitr
of all Party organkations, from Party cornmittma right down to
factory groups ahop unions and studrnt circlea Remember tbat
d e l q in this matter will a i s t the enemy,"

Had here k e n no difficulties in carrying out our Bolshevik decisions wc wouId have carried them out long ago, 0f c w s 8 it i
a difiidt task, but that is precisely why we must now overhaul the
work of all our Party organizations with real Bolshevik determination. If we do that, I am sure our sections will learn to do what
they now find most d i l c d t in Bolshevism. We should be able by
the time the Seventh Conge= meets to show that our Parties have
become suflicicntly Bolshevik Parties, and reorganize our whole
work in this respect
In regard to the political cotpfstpf of our mass work I want to
emphasize that we are not dkming minor questions. It is true
that the minor, everyday cares of the workers, their daily vital in-

I
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L puttin8 a number of
c day, such as the qu&

fundamend quaions m the order
of the nation, p6~11taWq,the

far2longthIe. B u t i t k ~ our
y
id*
&at wjil p m k d d y h* us to
tss of the tdbg rnto a high hveL

M-De
tic Parq of Gemmy had done, and haw tlre Cerrtr
anParty of Gemany hard fought a g a i ~fas&m. How inpdkkndp this was b e , for m p l e in England, *= best shown
..

~,

the .qwstion which C d e Gallacher helplessly put here,
i;brrwcanwecxpb t o ' t b e ~ b r s t l u weare
t
n o t c w t l m t fask&mmmt into p a r ? The 6 of the antX-mk
dander

of the SwhlDemocrats is so loud that it even drowns the howling
crimes of the German social-f axism.
The same helplames is observed among many Cornm~lnisff
when the quesiim of f w m e k put forward. As was related here in
the cwrse of the discussion by Comrade Pollitt about England, by
Comrade Len& about Poland, and as we hear also abut America,
it often happens &at rhe "Left" S&
attack our Parry on the
question of p w e r because our comrades, while, in the main, fighting corredy for the everyday d m & of the workers raise the
questions of the struggle in too restricted a manner, from the narraw, p c t i d point of view. We must learn to link up the questions of egtryday needs of the workers with the question of power.
If the fads@demagogically rake the q~restionof the whole social
system, we can bddly accept this challenge. Our strength lies in
the fact that we alone are AIc to toow the mama the m y out of
the crisis. If the ruling f&ts say to us: 'YON
are the enemies of
the state," we reply: "Ye,we are the enemy of the *te of the
exploiting classes.." In our mass propaganda we must develop all
the principles of the mte enunciated by Lenin in hk book T k St&

dRsuold%

fn Comrade Gallacher's +ch there was a note of uncertainty
to how to explain to the masses the dialectical connection between
the two forms of the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, i. u., bourgeok
gs

democracy and fascist dictatorship But is this really so &@cult?
We do not amrt that bourgeais d e m m r q is absblutely the same as
the fa& dictatoship. But, using the German, Italian, Polish,
Fhkh and other example m illustrations, we must show how the
fascist dictatorship grows out of bourgeok democracy. The two
things a n not the same. The egg is not the same as a chicken, or
as a baby crocodile. But, if Sd-Democracy s&cimtIy warms
the egg, what will come out wdl be the f
d crocdile, Of
course, it wiIl be mmething entirely different from the egg. Accoding to fwfnal logic they are mo entirely different things. But
one grows w t of the otber; and this should be perfectly clear. Furthermore, since the k i s t d i c t a t o e grew out of bourgeok democracy, mkI-fascism comes forward--as Kaarsky did after Hitler

sty5 to the masses: "The most imptmt thing
on all thought of a 'bloody revolution.' '' This is
the &man pktaiat:

It shwld mt be ar dl dficult to e q a e t h a accomplices of the
counter-revolutiomq bourgeoisie. But simultm~oudy,we must in
fit a c o w *ram
of ahs 1-way
From this angle we must explain the question of k i c t p w m .
We must wcrerely show what is most hpmant, &, what the
Soviet power w l l give the toilers in each separate country: in Germ y , in England, in France, in America, in Japan, etc. Using
the experience of the U.S.S.R. as an ;Ilusmtion, we must show how
this ean be achieved. Communist agitation and prqganda must
focus the attention of the workers on the difference between the
-pitalk system and Swiet system, The wmktn in the wid,kt countria know that money still e& in the U.S.S.R., but that
this money is not the same as what it is in capkalist: mmtrics. Wages
exist; but wages under the Soviet system r e p m t mething entirely
.differentfrom the priee, or value, of labor power. T h e Soviet factory
and Soviet tmde are meding altogether different from capitalist
fmm&s and capitalist trade. W e must explain to the magses that
-whwevu: the proletariat overthrms the &a rule of the exploiten
' a d becohes the colIeztive owner of the means of production, the
whole bsis of m'ety changes in principle, and becomes the basis of
ncialist society. The road of the October Revolution, rbe road to
Bolshevism--that is the way out of the present tiisis of capitdun!
Ths we must prwe to the toilers of aU -pi&
countries by fight'hg f o ~our international dogan, for thedogan of the Soviet Power.
A very imptrrtant international question concerning which we
mmt everywhere carry on agitation and mob%= the nwsm of the
toileft is the question af the danger of an hprialist wcw, p d c u h l y a war against the US.SX. Udess tht weaknew that have
1. k m displayed in our mass work on this question are immediardr
' 3"mdwjrh all energy, we shall be cwf&nted with a very
danger. As Comrade Piatniwky quite tightly said, our Partiw
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have shown that they are able, in general, to adop a correct p i tion in the struggle against rhe war @icy of the c
a
m
t Ssates; but
thc danger is that the d m enemy may take the masses by surprise.
The U.SS.R. is on the p*
&; it cannot bt taken by surprise.
But in the capidkt counbies, where our work and our influence is
d we& it is quite p ' b l e that the bourgeoisie, which is secretly
prepring frvr war, will mke the mwes by surprise, when they are
not yet ready for the dcdve struggh. It is not only a matter
of weaning the b d masses from their under-estimation of the war
First of all we must ratoh&& the masses, otherwise
the proIetariat will not be able to transform the military attack of
t bourgeoisie into the victoy of the proletarian revolution. That b
why it is so important for us to carry on anti-war agitation in the
revdutionarg, and not in the bourgeois-pcifist spirit.

thFrm

The enerniea of the U.S.S.R., and many social-fascists in partry to make the masses believe that the U.S.S.R. is afraid of
the bellicose threats of Japan. But: we know, comrades, that the
h a t i o n is altogether dserenr. The U.S.S.R. is strong enough to
smash any impriatist pwer that attacks it. But we Communists
in the capitalist counaies have not yet organizations strong enough
to guarantee that we will transform the counter-revolutionary war
against the U.S.S.R. into the victory of the world proletarian revolution. The Chinese workers and peasants now have a strong Communist Party and a m n g Red Army. But we must have strong
fighting organizations in dl capitah and colonial countries. Our
h r y will be amred everywhere only to the extent that the tasks
enumerated in the theses of this Plenum will b carried wit energetically and successfd y . Comrade O h o , the repmenative of the
Japanese Party, is fully convinced, and su are we, that the Japanese
Communiw will exert every effott to explain thk to the Japanese
toilers. On the day Araki and hi wadjutor5 proceed to carry out
the greatat crime in world history, viz., to start an antiSoviet war,
the Japanese prdetariat will show h t the bellicose ideas of General
Araki were wry "dangerous thoughts" for the rule of the exploiting
W in J a p ,
In this war we will have allies. This we know: we regard the
ticular,
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national-redudmq movements for the thation of the colonies
aad the dependent nadons as anllies in our anti-im+t
s-le,
Everphere wa are waging a ruthla etnrggle against o p p r h g
imperiafism. But at the same time we must not h sight of the
fact that it is stili nee-,
in the ~t
p e d , to
fight $m against the chauvinism of the bourgdit in the oppressed
nation& In W e r n Ukrdnie we saw that from the day Japsncsc
imperidism commenced its invasion of M ~ n c h u ~the
a counter-rev*
l u w bourgeoisie af W e r n Ukraine began to dream of a
European Manchub that only a West Ukrainian "Pu Yi"w d
envy. It has now h e n clearly revealed that the bourgeoisie of
Western Ukraine, as Comrade P-v
told us, wanted to sell the
U h a h h people sirnuhanewsly to German and PoM imperialism.
Nevertheless, it continues to play with the dogan of the national
"Irhtion" of the Ukraine.
In t f i connection, dangerous opportunist vacillations were rev e M in the ranks of the Communist Party of Western Ukraine
which must be ascribed to the fact that a T i n c t line of demarcation
was not drawn between our p k y and the nationalipt policy of the
Ukrainian bourgeoisie. W e are convinced h i t now, after the
Communist Party of H a n d and the Communist Party of Wakm
Ukraine have d e d thesc opportunist m h k e s and have secured
that the leadership of the Communist Party of Western Ukraine
&all punnrt a Bolshevik line, the latter will bt able to convince the
workem and peasants of Western Ulpaine that it is nccemry to
mist Ukrainian cmmr-revolutionary nationah and to mobilize
the masses against the Polish as well as the German invaders.
On the pretext of d c i z i n g Hitler, Trotsky condemns the
eBort to adapt state frontiers in Ewop to eethnograpltkal frontiers
as a "readma y utopia." But Hider is not even dreaming of doing
such a thing. He wants to pulsue the German imperialist policy of
expadon. T w , however, is really defending a reactionary
utopia in the form of a dcmacmtic "United States of Europe." By
arguing that the whole e d lies in the faa that there arc tm many
=re frondcrs h Europe, Trotskp exposes himself as a a
t of
the i m p i d k t powers; for, in other words, he ays to thc oppresf~d

nations of Europe : "Cease fighting for state independence! " And
to the workers of the imcountries he pays: "There is no
sense h fighting for the right of selfdetermination for the opprewd nations in Eur+
is a reactionary utopia."
We Communists say spmtthing dtcgethcr different. W e call
upon the 40,000,000 ppuliation of the oppressed nations of Europe,
and u p n all colonial peoples, to wage a revolutionary struggle for
their own state frpntiws, for state independenct-including the
right to sparate from the opprdng s t a ~ n dto drive foreign
officials and troop out af their respective countries. We are atways ready to support their struggle for national liberation. And
everywhere we say to the workers in the imperialist countries: you
can emancipate yourselves from s o d oppression only if you fight
for the complete abolition of the national oppression of you own
bourgeoisie. In this way we will win over the mama that have
been caught up by the national-ftvolutionary l i b e d o n movement
and transform them into active reserves of the proletanmanrev*

lutim.

As Comrade Lexlin a i d : The Soviet Union is not only the vanguard of the workers of all countries; it is aIso the vanguard of
dl the opprcsged nations, Sooner or later, immediately a cwnterrevolutionltry i m e war breaks out against the Soviet Union
we in dl countries wiU mobilize the oppressed and exploited masses
around the Soviet banner, and the proletariat of the U5.S.R. will
fight in the vanguard of the struggle for liberation of all the exploited and of dl the oppressed classes and nations.
The capitalist system d over the world is marching to its doom.
This explains the fury of the exploiting b.Even in their externals the present bourgeois stat- mere and more resemble a PC&twy st&.
This is apparent in many countries. But. the most striking example is Germany. Presenr Germany with iw fascist banditisrn presents a wild picture of the last stage of bourgeois "cidic.

zation."

The ruling representatives of the German bourgeoisie who set
fire ta the Reichstag for the p u r p of creating a favorable atmosphere for monop.1izing @itid power in the hands of their party,
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rrrc now uying our Comrades Dimitrov, Tnntv, Popov and Torgler
for a crime that they themdves haw awn&.
Beside them sits
the tool of the Geman Nationd-s*,
Van der Lubbe, while
&wing, who is rqwnsible for the whole m- refuses to w w k
him and his accomplices; he f u r i d y accuses, hrtatens and abuses
the Communh. Bur our accltsed Bulgarian Commakt8 do not
d o w t h e d v a s to be f r i g h t e n e a e y arc hcroicslfy defending
the CBUSC of the German Commuajst Party, the c a w of Cornmu-.
nism. Of course, the fascist rulers of Germany do not r c p d the
burning of the Refistag as a crime--why, that was their brilliant
"exploit:' but they dare not admit it. They regard tfse mxmd Cmmunh as h i r mast dangerous enemies and want to dcslr~pthem;
but they dart not my openly: we want to &strop them because they
'
a* our dwgerolls enemies. No, the f&
bour@ie sap:tbe Cornm u n h must be p d h d for the burning of the Rdchstaflthwgh
the whole world knows that they had nothing to do with it.
This reveals the depths of the m o d degradation of thc f d s t
regime. - Thi gang 4 1 not be able to hold out for long against
the &g anger of tht German working b;it wiH not for long
. 'be able to f
d die petty burg& toilen. If only our steadfast
Communist Pmy of Germany learns to develop its mass work d l
& b rwe wiil sc'e how quickly the mass bask of
will crumble and German fascism will be $wept away, as Mmc d,
I&c 'a hen-cmp m an earthquake.
Today, we read in the newsprapen the revolutionary greetings
d i c h C~mradeD i m h sent
~ US though his m&r.
He pa&cularly eplphasiud: the things I hold most &atr are the U.S.S.R. and
the Saviet p r o l d This also ~pplicato w I pxopose that the
Plenum send Cwnrade b b v its fervent, r e v ~ l greetings.
u ~
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I d sum up the principal imm~diatetasks of m u mrwt important
ThetaskoftheCbParsyef G ~ y ~ i p t g p b i h t h e
f
o
r
~ ovehwingthe
~
o
f f a d t d i c ~ o d i p . On
the ha& of tht most i m m t rrid inter- of the w&g chis it
must draw tlte
into polidcal mikes; &is i one of the most
~

w

important: prcmlpEs for the overthrow of f d t dictatonhip, The
fulfilment of this task confronts the Communist Party of Germany
with the immediate task of liquidating the mass influence of the
Geman Sodd-Democraw.
The Eask of the C d . t Pmy of Frame is to develop economic battle in dose connection with the struggle against the dictatofthip of the French bourgeoisie. Upn it is imposed the task of
devdo@g an d i d c d suuggh against war for which the French
bourgeoisie is preparing under cover of phrases about "democracy."
T h e Commuc~istParty of France must take advantage of the split
of the Sockkt Party in order to undermine the influence of the reformists and polmeaUy md organizationally to condidate the Coinmunk Party and the Red trade unions.
The task of the CommuGt Party of Grcd Bdd+a is to wage
the q l e a p k the National government, and in particular,
a g a k the govement's measures to worsen the conditions of the
working dase. It must develop itself into a red mass Party of the
working c k of Great Britain. Furthermore, its task is to win over
the workers in the Labor Party and in the Indeptndent Labor Party,
and to establish close connections between the British working ckss
and the proletariat in the colonies, prti&ly
m India. T h e most
important task of the Communist Party of Great Britain is to carry
on revolutimary work in the trade unions.
~ hmk
t of h e ~d
parry of th ~ d 8-1 d is also to
m f o n n itelf into the mas Party of the American proletariat by
winning owr the main masses of the Amerimn workers in the principal industrial enters of the country. Furthermore, its task is to
m H a e the masscs against the demagogic legislatitim of Roosevelt,
for real d insurance, for grants t o the unemployed and a h for
the improvement of the material conditions of the employed workers.
The impartant task of the C d t P- of C h k iP still further to conddatc the Swiet regions and the Red Army; to completely repel the SM Camp+ of the Kuomintmg, to extend the Sovitt
regions and at the sume h e to link up thip task with that of mobilizing the mass of workers and peasants in Kuomintang China for the
p w p x of overthrowing the Kuomintang government as a prere-
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Victory all over the world will be on h side of Communhh.
all our sections, and the Cammunist htefnatimd as a whole,

